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ABSTRACT

Two data files can be compared only if they have common

variables. Pairs are formed by the combination of two

records, one from each file. The actual status of a pair of

records is either a match or a nonmatch, but is usually

unknown. Record linkage methodology is used to make a

decision on the actual status of each observed pair.

Decision-errors are committed whenever the actual

status and the decision are different. The new decision

rule is based on minimizing the sum of these errors of

misclassification. Discrete discriminant analysis has been

used to discriminate between match and nonmatch pairs. It

is assumed that there are chance factors associated with any

pair of records belonging to the sets of match and nonmatch

pairs. A high value of the chance factor implies that the

reliability of the pair belonging to the corresponding set

is low. This is the basic premise in this research.

Two discriminant scores are computed from the

conditional probabilities of the observed values among match

and nonmatch pairs, and the true proportion of match and

nonmatch pairs. A pair is decided as a link or a nonlink,

depending on which score is larger. The discriminant scores

are estimated by using the chance probabilities and applying

Bayes' theorem on conditional probability.

In order to reduce the number of unnecessary

comparisons, the files are often blocked by one or more
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variables. A new method for choosing the best blocking

scheme has been proposed in this study. Some of the actual

match pairs may be missed because they fall in different

blocks. The idea is to select the scheme for which the

failure to pick up the match pairs is the least.

In comparison to some of the commonly used linkage

procedures, the new method is statistically sound, yet it

only requires the frequency counts of the variables in the

files. Simulated experiments using the new method have been

very successful. without any data error the results were

100% correct. Even with 10% data errors 80% of the true

matches were correctly decided.
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CHAPTER I

RECORD LINKAGE: AN INTRODUCTION

1.1 What is record linkage?

A data source may collect information on various

quantitative and/or qualitative characteristics on each

individual. The systematic representation of these

configurations in an array is a record. This information on

individual entities is often scattered in different files

depending on the purpose for which the data were generated.

The term "entities" usually refers to individuals or

families as in a demographic or health-related survey, but

can be used to define any unit of the data - which in the

case of a socio-economic study can be farms or businesses.

Record linkage is the methodology for identifying the

records in different data sources, that belong to the same

individuals. To quote from Dunn (1946):

"Each person in the world creates a Book of Life. This Book
starts with birth and ends with death. Its pages are made
up of the records of the principal events in life. Record
linkage is the name given to the process of assembling the
pages of this Book into a volume."

Some of the commonly available data on human

populations are obtained through censuses, surveys, and

different registration systems. If two data files are such

that they contain some common items of identifying

information, then a one-to-one comparison of the records in

the two files can be made. As an example, let us suppose

that a birth certificate with identifying information on

1



last name, sex, birth-weight, date of birth and place of

birth for an individual yields the following record:

[Chang, Male, 9 lbs., June 5 1950, Honolulu].

A researcher may be interested to know if this person is

currently alive. In this particular case, first, an

appropriate file of death records is chosen. The items that

are common between the birth record and the file of death

records are used for comparison, and a decision is made

using some linkage procedure.

The following flow diagram shows the underlying

conceptual steps in a typical record linkage process.
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Figure 1. General flow-chart of a record linkage process

The illustration is for a two-file linkage operation.

Without any loss of generality the files can be replaced by

blocks (subdivided files), and the linkage operation becomes

pertinent to the particular block. The hypothetical box

marked "actual values" contains true configurations on

different items before the information are recorded. Some

of this information is recorded in file A and some in file

B, through two different record-generating processes. A

linkage methodology can only be used when there is over

lapping information in the files.

If the records in the files are the exact

representation of the actual configurations, then there

would be more confidence in the decisions from any linkage

procedure. In practice however, there often is some
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discrepancies between the actual configurations and those

that are recorded in the files. These discrepancies are

data errors and are usually due to a combination of one or

more of the following: misreporting, misrecording, and

missing observations. Babbie (1973), Graves (1976), Levin

(1978), and Banister (1980) have discussed different methods

of overcoming some of these problems and their implications.

Record linkage methodologies are not developed to resolve

these errors, but a knowledge of these data errors is always

helpful in formulating a decision-making procedure and

testing its robustness.

Pairs of records are formed by combining the

information of each record in file A with each record in

file B. So that if there were N, records in file A, and Nz

records in file B, then there would be a total of N=N,.Nz

pairs of records. If an individual has information in both

files then the pair formed by those two records will be a

match pair. Such pairs of records will be elements of the

match set M. Pairs formed by records that do not belong to

the same entity will be nonmatch (unmatch) pairs. The set

of nonmatch pairs will be called the nonmatch set U. Every

pair of records must either be a member of the match set or

the nonmatch set. This is the actual status, and is

generally not known.

If the observed configuration on one item for a given

pair of records is the same in both the records, then there

4



is said to be an agreement between the records on that item;

otherwise the records are said to be in disagreement. When

all items agree for two records then there is total

agreement or else there is disagreement on one or more

items. Due to data errors, an observed agreement may not be

an actual one and an observed disagreement may actually be

an agreement. This is a fundamental concept in record

linkage. In the complete absence of data errors, a

disagreement on a single criterion should be a sufficient

condition to decide that the records do not belong to the

same individual.

Based on the linkage procedure, a decision will be made

on every possible pair between the two files. The commonly

used decision sets, namely, link, nonlink, and undecided are

shown in figure 1. It is possible that an actual match pair

is decided as a nonlink pair, or that a link decision is

made on a nonmatch pair. These errors are the false

nonlinks and false links respectively. They are parallel

respectively to the type I and type II errors in classical

tests of hypotheses. A third error occurs when any pair is

classified as undecided. Together, these are the decision

errors. The level of these errors provide a measure of

success or failure of any record linkage methodology.

5



1.2 Scope of record linkage

In the beginning record linkage was a time-consuming,

error-prone clerical operation where the task was to update

the master file; by making changes in the existing records

or adding a new record, depending on the decision made on

the search record. Today these constraints of time and

errors have beer. removed to a large extent with the

introduction of computers and sophisticated record linkage

methodologies. However f manual verification still remains

the most reliable check on whether a pair of records

actually belongs to the same individual. Linked records are

useful in many types of studies, particularly in the areas

of public health, demography, epidemiology, and medical

genetics. Computerized record linkage has the technical

advantage of providing accurate data for demographic

research by virtue of its ability to handle the entire

population. Linkage of vital events results in certain

statistical data that would not be otherwise obtained. For

instance, by linking birth registrations to the marriage

registrations of the parents and to previous births to the

same parents, data on premarital conceptions, birth inter

vals, and other factors relevant to fertility studies may be

readily obtained. An example of a commonly encountered

problem in maintaining vital statistics is that of dealing

with increasing volume of individuals. This administrative

problem of huge active files could be solved to some extent

6



by linking the death statistic file with the file of

interest, and deleting the records of dead people from the

active file.

One of the main benefits of linking records between two

files is the addition of information on individuals linked.

As an example, let there be 10 items of information in the

first file, and 10 in the second, with 5 of these items

being common to both files. A proper linkage procedure will

give information on 15 characteristics for the individuals

present in both files. The time and cost involved in

longitudinal studies can be reduced significantly by linking

small files created for specific purposes of research to

larger master files. For example, to test the effects of

smoking on lung cancer deaths a file of smokers and

nonsmokers at a particular time can be linked with a file of

lung cancer deaths at a later time. It is also possible to

perform a retrospective study by trying to link disease

status with past exposure to the disease, thereby

eliminating the problem of recall bias.

A disadvantage of using record linkage as compared to

collecting data for a study is the loss in sample size.

This problem is theoretical in nature, because studies that

employ record linkage do not expect the two files to overlap

exactly. Another problem that is sometimes encountered is

that the information on the same individual is not always

invariant for different reasons. A practical example is the

7



change in the last name of a woman after her marriage.

Hassard (1986) provides a sclution to this problem when a

new record is searched in a master file. If no matching

record is found under a woman's current last name, Hassard

(1986) suggests that comparison be done with records under

her previous last name. If a match is found, the new record

is added to the master file and the last name is updated to

the current one. If no match is still found then the new

record is entered under the current surname. An implicit

assumption is that the new record contains information on

both surnames.

Record linkage also encompasses the issues related to

single file linkage i.e., unduplicating a single file, and

linkage between samples from two files. For the purpose of

this study, record linkage will be used in its more commonly

applied context of linking two files, unless otherwise

specified. In some literature the terms "link" and "match"

have been used interchangeably or without explicit

distinction. In order to avoid confusion, this paper will

use "link" to mean a decision outcome and "match" to mean

the actual, but unknown status. The terms "nonlink" and

"nonmatch" ("unmatch") will have likewise connotation. It

will also be generally assumed that any individual's record

will not appear twice in a file. This however, does not

imply that two records in the same file cannot have the same

configuration on all items.

8



1.3 Arrangement of the study

Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature, and

introduces some of the problems in record linkage. This

study attempts to handle these problems; and they are

presented in the form of objectives, in the concluding part

of chapter 2. Design of the experiments and the statistical

techniques that have been applied in the development of the

decision-rule, and the estimation procedure are discussed in

chapter 3. The primary contribution of this paper is the

development of the concept of chance match and nonmatch

probabilities. The formulation of these probabilities and

their applications in the decision-rule are described in

chapter 4. This study strongly advocates that the files be

blocked before a decision-rule is applied. Chapter 5 has

been devoted to the issues pertaining to blocking and the

new method of choosing a blocking scheme. Results of the

experiments with the new method are explained and strengths

and weaknesses of this method are compared with other

leading methods in chapter 6.

9



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROBLEMS IN RECORD LINKAGE

2.1 Literature review

Although registers of vital statistics have been

routinely maintained and updated from as early as the

registers were initiated, no formal literature on record

linkage can be found before the 1940s. The literature in

record linkage can be classified according to the three

broad approaches that they take: simple descriptive

exposition of the problem; development of mathematical and

statistical methods relevant to record linkage; and the

applied aspects that are heavily computer-oriented. The

approaches have developed according to the need of the time

and most of the studies are actually a combination of these

approaches.

2.1.1 Discriminating power in record linkage

One of the pioneers in the field of record linkage is

Howard Newcombe. From the late 1950s till to-date, he has

been the single most significant contributor in this area.

Newcombe (1959) introduces the issues in record linkage in a

rUdimentary manner and attempts to solve the problems

without any complicated mathematics. He places considerable

importance on sUbjective jUdgments, and views it as an art

of the stUdy (Newcombe, 1984). In other words, the user

must have sufficient knowledge of the files that are being

10



used; thereby implying that the final results will be a

function of the user's knowledge of the files. This

sUbjectivity can also be considered as the main criticism

against Newcombe, particularly when it is used after a

linkage procedure has been initiated.

The items of identifying information, that are

individually unreliable may collectively be of substantial

importance in discriminating the records. This is because,

with each additional identifying information the number of

possible configurations get mUltiplied. simply stated,

ignoring errors, in general the more the number of items

used for linkage the better should be the result, in terms

of fewer numbers of false links and false nonlinks. Most of

Newcombe's work on record linkage has centered around

stressing the importance of the discriminating power of the

various items of identifying information.

Newcombe and Kennedy (1962) have looked at record

linkage as a two-step operation, namely, search and match.

They have developed methods to optimize both the search and

the match steps. In the search step the purpose is to

minimize the number of unnecessary comparisons while

ensuring that the failure to bring potentially linkable

pairs together is not too large. To accomplish this, the

files are sequenced by an item of identifying information

that has a high discriminating power. An item with a high

discriminating power will usually have large number of

11



configurations, and there would be higher over all

heterogeneity in other items for different configurations of

that item. For this reason "surname" would be a better

sequencing item than "sex". The item used for dividing the

files has the same value on all the records within the

subdivided segments. These segments are commonly known as

blocks. The problem with using names is that there are

errors in the reporting and/or recording of names due to

spelling changes, mistakes and aliases. To get around this

problem, the vulnerable parts of the name are set aside

temporarily while retaining as much as possible of the

inherent discriminating power. Russell's Soundex Code

(Newcombe, 1967) is used for this purpose. This is

essentially a phonetic coding based on the assignment of

code digits, which are the same for any of a number of a

phonetically similar group of consonants. Where the

discriminating power is predominantly in the vowels as in

Oriental names, the soundex code does not perform well.

Another phonetic coding method that is frequently used

today, is the "New York state Intelligence Information

System (NYSIIS)". The NYSIIS can be used to solve this

problem.

Detailed comparisons are made in the matching step only

on the records that fall within the same block of the files.

The intent is to keep the false links and false nonlinks to

a minimum. The likelihood will be high that agreement

12



configurations would be more common among match pairs than

nonmatch pairs, and the reverse for disagreements. Odds in

favor of a match pair can be defined as the ratio of the

probability of a particular configuration among linked

pairs, to the probability of the same configuration among

nonlinked pairs. These odds are computed for all observed

agreement and disagreement configurations. In practice,

frequency based weights that are the logarithm to the base 2

of the odds are computed. An advantage of using the

logarithm is that the overall weight for a pair of records

can be obtained by summing over the components, if the

various identifying information can be assumed to be

independent. The formula is used only to construct look-up

tables of weights from the actual files for future use.

These weights are stored in the computer memory. The gain

of course is that fewer computations have to be made. But

it also raises the issue of justifying the use of the same

frequency weights for different files. A related problem is

that the same frequency weights are used in all the blocks.

This is contrary to the expectation that the frequency

distributions would be different from one block to the

other. Another problem is the arbitrariness of the choice

of the file, that provides the nonlink pairs for the

denominator in the odds formula.

For simplifying the computations, most studies in

record linkage assume that the items of identifying

13



information are independent. An implicit but important

corollary to this assumption is, that there is no

correlation between discrepancies in the various items of

identifying information. This means that the data error in

one item is uncorrelated with any other item. The corollary

may not necessarily be true; for instance, an informant may

provide multiple false information either intentionally or

by wrong guesses. When the assumption of independence is

not valid, the bias generated can be in both directions, but

the magnitude is usually not too large. In a population of

British Columbia, Newcombe (1966) has shown that the

adjustments required for the correlation is actually very

small.

Similar to the approach of Newcombe and Kennedy (1962)

is a computerized procedure of record linkage that has been

developed at Statistics Canada (Howe and Lindsay, 1981; Hill

and Pring-Mill, 1985). This method is called the

Generalized Iterative Record Linkage System (GIRLS).

Decisions are made based on weights that are functions of

the frequency distributions and the transmission rates. The

similarity is in the sense that the frequencies of the items

of identifying information are stored in the computer for

future use. The transmission rates which are actually

measures of data errors, are changed by the user from one

iteration to the other. GIRLS also provides a method of

solving mUltiple links, in a manner, that is also dependent

14



on the user's knowledge of the files. Like Newcombe, the

GIRLS method can also be considered to be sUbjective.

2.1.2 statistical methods for making decisions

Probably the most widely cited paper in record linkage

literature is the study by Fellegi and Sunter (1969). This

classic paper gives a rigorous statistical treatment to the

problems in record linkage. Fellegi and Sunter have

considered three decision sets, namely, "links", "nonlinks"

and "possible links". They have formulated a decision

making procedure that minimizes the probability of failure

to make a positive decision (link or nonlink). The

proposition is that a linkage rule is a function of the two

types of decision-errors, and the space generated by the

combined information of pairs of records. Their linkage

rule bears a resemblance to the classical theory of testing

of hypotheses by likelihood ratio. Conditional

distributions and order statistics are used to form

inequalities, on the basis of which the final decisions are

made. The main strength of this theory is, that decision

rules can be changed by altering the threshold values, for

different acceptable levels of errors of misclassification.

The information space of pairs of records can be different

depending on the way "agreement" and "disagreement"

configurations are defined. The best choice of space is the
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one for which the probability of possible links is the

minimum.

Fellegi and Sunter have pointed out some practical

problems associated with the application of the theory and

have suggested some simplifying measures. To deal with the

problem of estimating a large number of conditional

probabilities the items are assumed independent. Although

this is a very common assumption, when it does not hold the

decision-rule is no longer optimal, in the sense of

minimizing the probabili";~, of "possible links".

In an attempt to re~olve the problem when the

independence assumption is violated, Winkler (1987) examined

methods to adjust the Fellegi-sunter linkage rules. A list

of businesses were used for empirical analysis, for which

the true matches were known. It was concluded that the

estimates of item specific weights have to be adjusted, to

reduce the size of the set of possible links.

An elaborate procedure of single-file linkage is

provided by Nathan (1967). In general with more items of

identifying information, the costs of matching will increase

and the error probabilities will decrease. The objective of

that study is to evaluate different record matching

processes in terms of the costs of matching and decision

errors. A simple random sample is drawn from the

population. Two cases are considered - first, a record is

drawn from this sample, in the second case a record is drawn
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from the portion of the population that is not in the

sample. In each case the record is compared with the sample

records. Decisions are made depending on the outcome

probabilities, which are the probabilities of all the

possible correct and wrong decisions. The outcome

probabilities are functions of the classification and

transition probabilities. Using results from Goodman (1949)

it is possible to compute the probabilities of being in one

class and moving from one class to the other. The

classification theory equivalent of the probability of being

a match pair, is the probability that the incoming record

falls into a class of size 1.

The application of the statistical techniques of

sampling and estimation in classes of population, seem very

relevant to the problems in record linkage. However, the

assumptions, that there is no missing information and that

information is consistent over time, place and person, may

be deemed restrictive. The outcome probabilities would

change each time a new record that is a nonmatch is added to

the master file; but the change would be small if the master

file is large. This suggests that Nathan's method would be

most appropriate when one of the files is considerably

larger than the other. Due to the constraint imposed on the

size of the file this method cannot be generally used.

The basic difference in the approach given by Nathan

and the commonly used methods arises from the fact that
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Nathan's problem is to be able to correctly update the

master file or add to it the incoming record; while the

latter are concerned with the ability to make linkage

decision on all possible pairs of records in the comparison

environment. Consequently the errors associated with a link

decision are also different. Nathan has two such errors 

the first is the error that the incoming record gets linked

with a record of the master file although the former is not

a member of the file, and the second is the error when it is

a member of the master file but gets linked with a wrong

record of the file. The usual approach is to consider one

such error, i.e., when the linked pair does not belong to

the same individual. Another difference with the classical

methods is, that Nathan does not consider the "possible

matches" as an alternative decision set.

Although Nathan does not indicate it, his method can be

extended to assess the error in a blocking criterion. Let

us suppose that files A and B are blocked and that each

block represents a population. In the ith block let us

consider that a record "b" in file B is compared with every

record in file A. There are two possibilities from Nathan's

first error associated with a link decision. In the first

case, "b" may have a true link with a record in some other

block of A; and in the second case it may not have a true

link in any block. The first possibility clearly gives a

feel for the errors in one or both of the records, due to
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the reporting/recording discrepancies in the blocking

criterion. The error of accepting the current pair as

linked when it should have been linked with another member

of the same block can be regarded as being due to secondary

linkage information.

Tepping (1968) has also used the theory of

classification to improve upon his initial decisions; by

cOmbining and decomposing classes in terms of cost, and

whether classes fall in the same decision set or not. This

model of record linkage based on minimizing a loss function,

uses five, instead of the usual two or three, alternative

decisions. The loss function fails to provide any real

solution. Under special assumption, there exists a linear

relationship between the total expected value of the loss

and the conditional probability that the given pair is a

match for each possible decision.

2.1.3 Blocking the files

In their paper Fellegi and Sunter have also emphasized

the importance of making detailed comparison within a

subspace of the original space of record pairs. Non

negative loss functions associated with match and nonmatch

pairs have been proposed. The blocking method is so

determined, that the expected total loss due to blocking is

minimized. An explicit term showing the number of

comparisons used in blocking is also included in the
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expression for the expected total loss function. Although

the idea is promising, practical use is limited, because of

absence of any explicit solution. Newcombe and the GIRLS

(Howe and Lindsay, 1981) method also advocate making

detailed comparisons within "pockets", but neither provide

any procedure for selecting a blocking scheme. However,

Newcombe (1967) has contributed some measures, on the basis

of which an identifying information or a coding system can

be selected for blocking a file. The coefficient of

specificity C = 'T.p/, where Px is the fraction of the
x

file falling in block x, measures the degree of fineness

with which an item subdivides a file. The discriminating

power D is defined as the logarithm to the base 2 of the

reciprocal of C. The percentage likelihood of discrepancy

(I) is the proportion of link pairs that do not fall in the

same block. A measure that uses both the discriminating

power and the failure to bring potentially linkable pairs

together is the merit ratio M = D/I.

A comprehensive stUdy of the probabilistic aspects of

blocking has been done by Kelley (1985a). He has used the

Fellegi-Sunter framework to develop a theoretical model for

choosing the best blocking scheme. The gains and losses

from blocking are measured relative to comparisons made on

entire files. The measurements are in terms of the errors

of misclassification in the two approaches. Let r be the

information space of the pairs of records when the files are
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compared in their entirety, and r* be a subspace of r due to

blocking. According to Kelley (1985a), r* will be the best

blocking scheme, if the probability of choosing the scheme,

p(r*), is the minimum among all subsets of r that satisfy an

admissibility condition (See section 5.1.3 of this

dissertation).

A very different approach to tackle the problem of

block-based linkage has been developed by Mi et al (1983).

In their operational technique the information available

within the blocks is used to make decisions. The authors

contend that there is a chance associated with any pair

being an actual match. Unlike the classical approach

(Fellegi and Sunter, 1969), or those decided on explicit

weights (Newcombe, 1967), here the idea is to make decisions

on links based on smaller chance match probabilities of

rarer items. This is a computerized procedure where the

probabilities of chance match are generated from the

frequency distribution of each identifying information

within a block. Although the method is objective, it is

likely to be sensitive to the choice of the blocking

criterion. Under the same operational framework, subsequent

studies by Kagawa and Mi (1985) and Quiaoit and Mi (1985),

have compared different blocking methods and used family

names for this purpose.
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2.1.4 Parameter estimation techniques

There have been some studies that have focussed

primarily on the estimation methods in record linkage.

Methods of estimation vary, depending basically on the

decision-making procedure adopted. Fellegi and Sunter

propose two methods for estimating the conditional

probabilities. In the first method it is assumed that the

population frequency distribution is known along with the

probabilities of data error. The second method uses the

information from the files directly, but it requires at

least the condition of entry into the files to be

uncorrelated with the population distribution of the

characteristics.

Winkler (1987c) suggested the use of EM algorithm to

make estimates for Fellegi-sunter model but with lesser

restriction on the independence assumption. The employment

of the EM algorithm begins with estimates of the unknown

parameters and consists of iterative applications of the

expectation (E) and maximization (M) steps until the desired

precision is obtained. Jaro (1989) has also estimated the

conditional distributions by applying the EM algorithm in a

study to match a test census of Tampa, Florida, and an

independent postenumeration survey. In the last study the

files were blocked and the Fellegi-Sunter model was used for

making decisions. Among the different iterative methods
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studied by Jaro, the EM algorithm was found to be the least

sensitive to the starting values and highly stable.

According to Jaro (1989), the estimation of the

conditional probabilities of observing a particular

configuration among nonmatch pairs would be biased, if it is

not computed using total file information. He computes the

conditional distribution for match pairs by aggregating over

the blocks. It is not clear why information that does not

belong to the block environment is used to make decisions

within the blocks. The purpose of aggregating over the

blocks for the computation of the conditional distribution

among match pairs is also not intelligible. The problem of

biasedness will not arise if the blocking criterion is good

enough so that the failure to bring potentially linkable

pairs together is negligibly small, and it is borne in mind

that the decision-rule treats the blocks as if they were

small files in their own right.

Another approach of estimation in record linkage is

based on estimating the number of records common to the

files, instead of the conditional probabilities. The

difference is primarily because the unit of analysis in

these studies is the record, unlike the pair of records in

most other studies. Deming and Glasser (1959) have provided

such methods of estimation. The parameter of interest is

the number of common records in the population. Samples

from lists were used for estimation. Estimates were
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obtained by using exact hypergeometric distribution, or

binomial and Poisson approximations under suitable

assumptions. In addition different moments of the

estimators were computed and tests of hypotheses on the

proportion performed. Du Bois (1969) has used similar

(Deming and Glasser, 1959) methods of estimation, but has

also tried to give the problem a multivariate touch by using

several indicator variables. The last two mentioned studies

have depended heavily on Goodman's (1952) work on analysis

of samples from lists.

2.2 Objectives of the present study

Large volumes of data are being generated from surveys,

registrations, and censuses with the help of high speed

computers and other sophisticated instruments of data

collection. Research and pUblic activities would benefit

greatly if these data sets could be linked scientifically.

A vast majority of the literatures in record linkage

has dealt with the general problems of record linkage

associated with direct comparisons between two files or

between records of a single file. Some of these

investigations have contributed significantly towards better

understanding of the field, and have been the foundation for

later studies.

Even for modest sized files (say 105 records each), an

enormous number (1010) of pair-wise comparisons have to be
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made if the files are to be compared in their entirety. The

records in an overwhelming proportion of these pairs will

relate to different entities. In the above example if 10%

of the records in each file are present in the other then

there would be 104 match pairs. In other words, more than

99.99% of the pairs are nonmatch. The larger the size of

the files the larger will be the number of nonmatch pairs as

compared to the number of match pairs. To reduce the number

of unnecessary comparisons it is generally accepted that the

files should be subdivided into smaller groups (blocks) of

records. However, the literature devoted to the issue of

blocking is not sufficient. Some studies (Kelley, 1985ai

Jaro, 1989) have focussed on the theoretical considerations

of blocking, while others (Mi et al., 1983) have

concentrated on its applied aspects. The need however is to

have theoretical developments that are supported by strong

empirical evidence. Except for Kelley (1985a), no other

study provides any systematic guideline for choosing a

blocking technique. As time and money are limited for most

research, it is important to assess the gains and losses

when detailed comparisons are made only within subsets

(blocks) of the files as against the entire files. The

ultimate choice also depends on the purpose of the study,

meaning - the degree of precision intended.

Ideally, all the match pairs should be decided as links

and all the nonmatch pairs should be decided as nonlinks and
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no pair should remain undecided. In reality however, the

principal goal of any record linkage methodology is to be

able to make decisions with as little error as possible. A

distinct feature of record linkage is that, the data appear

in the form of records in two files but decisions are made

based on the pairs formed by these records. The information

from pairs of records can again be pictured in two ways. As

an example, if the number of common items of identifying

information is 5 between two files, then a pair of records

can be viewed as providing 10 pieces of information.

Another way to look at this example is to consider that the

pair of record yields five pieces of information that are a

combination of agreements and disagreements on the five

items. In either case it is convenient to conceptualize in

terms of pairs of records, and decide into which category a

given pair falls. This line of reasoning strongly suggests

that the theory of classification may be appropriate in the

study of record linkage, yet only a handful of papers have

recognized it. Even fewer studies, like Nathan (1967) and

Tepping (1968) have attempted to apply the theory.

Once the decision-rule is established, the parameters

have to be estimated. The existing methods of estimation

are often too complicated and do not take into account all

the information prevailing within the comparison

environment. It is expected that the information in

different blocks would be different, so that the estimated
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values of the parameters will also be, in general,

different. Any information that can be explicitly or

implicitly be derived from the basic information should be

used if they shed additional light on the estimates.

The general strategy has been to try and get as much of

the match pairs correctly decided as possible. It seems

that this could be a good approach only if there were no

data errors. However, if there be data errors, then there

is no particular reason why one type of decision should get

more importance than the other. In support of the last

statement it can be said that, there is no evidence that

suggests that an erroneous agreement is better than an

erroneous disagreement.

The main objectives of this study are to find methods

for improving the above mentioned inadequacies in current

knowledge and to indicate areas for future research. A list

of the objectives is given below :

1. Linkage decisions will be made by using a new procedure

that incorporates the theory of classification. As the data

is primarily discrete, the decision-rule will be formulated

based on discrete discriminant analysis. Although the

decision-making procedure can be applied to files of any

size, it is generally suggested that first the files be

blocked, and then the block environment be used to make

decisions.
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2. Two discriminant scores will be computed for every pair

of records. A pair of records will be compared to examine

if it belongs to the match set or to the nonmatch set. One

pair will be compared with another pair only when there are

mUltiple links i.e. when one record from a file satisfies

the decision-rule for link pairs with two or more records

from the other file.

3. The parameters in the decision-rule will be estimated by

applying Bayes' theorem on conditional probability and

distribution of proportions with very little information.

Any prior information available, along with the data

probability within the comparison environment will be used

in the application of Bayesian method.

4. A new method for selecting a blocking scheme will be

developed. The proposed method will be compared with

Kelley's (1985a) method. A measure to test the performance

of any block-based decision-rule will be presented.

5. Empirical evidence supporting the new method will be

provided by running simulated experiments. Simulation is

required to know the actual status of every pair of records.

Empirical comparisons will be made with Mi's (1983)

operational method on the basis of the proportion of false

links and false nonlinks.

6. Strengths and weaknesses of the new method as compared to

some of the existing methods will be discussed.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS AND MATERIALS

In order to pursue the objectives stated in the

preceding chapter, knowledge in specific areas of statistics

and record linkage is required. This chapter describes

these methods, the simulated data and the design of the

experiments. The theory of discriminant analysis for

classification, and the new decision-rule are discussed in

the first section. Bayes' theorem on conditional

probability and computational technique of posterior

probability are used to estimate the parameters in the

decision-rule; the next section is devoted to these topics.

The new method of decision-making is compared with the

operational approach of Mi et al (1983) and as such the

latter is examined in the third section. The chapter

concludes with a description of the simulation technique in

the final section.

3.1 using Discrete Discriminant Analysis for decision-making

Discriminant analysis is a statistical technique which

allows the researcher to study the differences between two

or more groups of objects with respect to several variables

simultaneously (Klecka, 1986). It can be used for the

following purposes: discriminate between the groups on the

basis of some collection of characteristics; test how good

the discrimination is; and, examine the importance of
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different characteristics as discriminators. The other

application is to derive mathematical equations for

classifying the cases. These equations, called discriminant

functions combine the group characteristics in a way that

allows one to identify the group which a case most closely

resembles. In the present study, discriminant analysis has

been used in its latter application - i.e., to classify the

pairs of records.

The first qualification is that there are two or more

groups which differ on several discriminating variables.

Those variables must also be measured at the interval or

ratio level. In general, there is no limit on the number of

discriminating variables as long as the total number of

cases exceeds the number of variables by more than two. An

important assumption is that no variable may be a linear

combination of other discriminating variables. From this

assumption it follows implicitly, that two variables that

are perfectly correlated cannot be used at the same time.

For the sake of convenience, some of the terms and

concepts that are used in the theory of discriminant

analysis need to be identified in the context of record

linkage before discriminant analysis can be applied to it.

The various items of identifying information will be used in

place of the terms "characteristics" or "variables".

Although every pair will have two values for each item, in

order to employ discriminant analysis it is imperative that
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a single number is considered for each item of each pair.

In this study this configuration will be expressed only in

terms of agreements and disagreements. Agreement on any

item is given a value of 1 and disagreement is given a value

o. This satisfies the condition that the variables must be

measured at the interval or ratio level. The sets of match

and nonmatch pairs will be the "groups". A pair of records

is the equivalent to the term "case". If the assumption

that the items are not correlated holds, then discriminant

analysis can provide a means to categorize (classify) any

pair of records into the set which it most closely

resembles.

Canonical discriminant functions are linear

combinations of the items of identifying information. Let

us suppose that there are N1 records in file A and N2

records in file B, so that there are N = N1.N2 record pairs,

formed by all possible combinations of the records between

the two files. Also let K be the number of items of

identifying information used for comparisons. The two sets

are that of match and nonmatch pairs. The canonical

discriminant function can then be written as:

f j k = f3 0 + f31X1jk + f32X2jk + . • . + f3KXKjk

i=l, 2, • • • K

j=1,2

k=l, 2, . . . N
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where f j k is the score on the canonical function for the

kth pair in set j;

Xi j k is the value of variable i for the kth pair in

set j; and,

~i is the canonical coefficient for the variable i.

The first canonical function is computed in such a way

that it is able to maximize the differences between the

groups. The second function is computed in a similar

manner, but with additional constraint that the two

functions should be uncorrelated. In this way the remaining

functions are derived. The maximum number of unique

functions is the smaller of the quantities: number of groups

minus one, or the number of variables.

To conceptualize geometrically, a given pair can be

considered as a point in the K-dimensional space. Its

coordinates represent agreements or disagreements on various

variables. If the variables are good enough for

discrimination then there should be two cluster of points,

representing the match and nonmatch pairs; with probably

some overlapping. A centroid for a group is a point in this

K-dimensional space, whose coordinates are the mean values

on the different items. When there are j groups there will

be j centroids. A fundamental theorem in Euclidean geometry

states that a number of points define a space uniquely; and

the dimension of this space is equal to one less than the

number of points. So the j groups will define a j-l
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dimensional space. This indicates that there should be j-l

canonical functions, each of which can be considered as an

axis. The origin of the coordinate system may be taken at

the point with the overall mean values. The axes are so

chosen that the group means vary most when they lie on them

rather than any other axes, and that they are perpendicular

to each other.

3.1.1 The Decision-rule

Fisher (1936) suggested that classification be done by

the linear combination of the variables. The idea was to

choose the linear combination that maximized the group

differences while minimizing the intra-group variations.

Another way of classification that is based on discriminant

analysis is to compute the canonical discriminant functions

and then construct linear combinations of these functions.

In the case of record linkage, since there are two groups,

namely, match and nonmatch, there can be only one canonical

discriminant function. When only agreements and

disagreements are considered, the data in record linkage is

essentially in discrete form, and it would be appropriate to

use classification models for discrete data. Goldstein and

Dillon (1978) have formulated classification rules when the

data are discrete and not distributed normally.

Before applying the classification theory some terms

need to be defined. The comparison vector Y, will be
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defined as a K-dimensional array of agreement or

disagreement values on the K items of identifying

information. It is assumed that the comparison vector i, is

a random variable from a multinomial distribution. Let the

ith component of i be made up of n1i distinct configurations

from file A and nZi from file B, such that there are

si=n1i .nZi possible configurations in the pairs of records.
K

Then the sample space r of Y will have s = nn1inZi
i=l

configurations. Let the match and nonmatch sets be

symbolized by L1 and Lz, and the conditional probabilities

of observing the comparison vector in them be denoted by

P(Y 1M) and P(i IU) respectively. If p(M) and p(U) be the

proportion of match and nonmatch pairs in the mixed

population, then the unconditional probability of observing

the comparison vector can be written in the form

p(i) = p(M).P(i 1M) + p(u).p(i Iu).

= W1 (Y) + wz(i) (3.2)

The quantity p(M).p(i 1M) is the probability that any pair

of records has the particular configuration i and belongs to

the set of match pairs. similarly, the quantity

p(U).P(i IU) is the probability that any pair of records has

the particular configuration i and belongs to the set of

nonmatch pairs. The comparison vector is being used with

the basic understanding that it would be differently
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distributed in the match and nonmatch sets. For example,

given an agreement configuration, the probability of it

representing a match pair is anticipated to be greater than

the probability of it being a nonmatch, and the reverse for

a disagreement configuration.

A classification rule may be defined as an ordered

partition T = <T" Tz> of the sample space r, where the rule

T allocates an observed pair I to the set Lj if and only if

I€T j , for j= 1 or 2. Intrinsic to this process are two

kinds of misclassification: first, a nonmatch pair may be

misclassified as a link, and second a match pair may be

misclassified as a nonlink. The unconditional error rate is

the sum of the expectations of these errors. For the rule

T, the unconditional error rate is

e(T} = E{e(T II}} = ~w2(I} + ~w,(I}.
Y€T, Y€T2

(3.3)

A rule is optimal if it minimizes the unconditional error

rate in (3.3). A result due to Welch (1939), and Hoel and

Peterson (1949) shows that an optimal partition T* must be

such that

if w, (Y) > Wz(Y) then Y€T,* , or

if w, (Y) < w2(Y) then Y€T2* , or

if w,Cr') = w2Cr'} then Y is randomly allocated.
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The decision-rule proposed in this paper is as follows:

If p(M).P(Y 1M) > p(U).P(Y IU) , accept pair as a Link.

If p(M) .P(Y 1M) < p(U).P(Y IU) , accept pair as a Nonlink.

If p(M).P(Y 1M) = p(U).P(Y IU) , the pair is Undecided.

In other words, given a pair of records, decision is made in

favor of that set which contributes more to the

unconditional probability, than the other. Different steps

involved in the decision-making procedure have been

illustrated in appendix 2.

3.2 Estimation procedure

To be able to apply the decision-rule, the parameters,

i.e., the conditional probabilities, proportion of match

pairs, and proportion of nonmatch pairs, have to be

identified. The definition of conditional probabilities

imply that it is known whether the particular comparison

vector belongs to the match set or to the nonmatch set, and

the interest is to find out how probable the comparison

vector is in that set. It might be useful to have knowledge

about the population from which the data was chosen or from

prior linkage done on this data, and compute the conditional

probabilities based on those information.

In most cases such information are not available,

particularly when the data set is new. A conceptual

approach is to search for ways to change the expressions
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into forms that are better estimable from the data. One

such method, suggested in this study is based on Bayesian

Inference in estimating parameters. The method makes use of

conditional probabilities of mutually exclusive and exhaus

tive events. In record linkage the different configurations

of the comparison vector may be considered mutually

exclusive and exhaustive. So, the probability that the

particular configuration has arisen from the set of match

pairs can be expressed in the form

P(Y 1M)
P(M 11) • P(Y)

=--------
~ P(M 11) • P(Y)
Y

(3.4)

and the probability of the same configuration in the

nonmatch set by

P(U 11) . P(Y)
P(Y IU) =

~ P(U 11) • P(Y)
Y

The numerator in equation (3.4) is the joint

(3.5)

probability of observing the particular comparison vector

and the match set. The denominator in equation (3.4) is the

sum over Y of all such joint probabilities. Similarly, the

numerator in equation (3.5) is the joint probability of

observing the particular comparison vector and the nonmatch

set, and the denominator in equation (3.5) is the sum over Y

of all such joint probabilities. So the conditional
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probabilities have been expressed as functions of the

probability of observing the comparison vector, and the

probabilities of being in the sets given the particular

configuration. The estimation of P(M IT) and P(U IT) will

be explained after the concepts of chance probabilities have

been defined in chapter 4. p(T) will be estimated by the

following formula:

number of pairs having the configuration T
P(T)=-------------------

total number of pairs of records
(3.6)

To use equation (3.6) the assumption of independence of the

individual items is not required. computation can be done

based on the observed multivariate frequency distribution.

However, if the independence assumption is valid then the

probability of T can be computed by the product of the

probabilities of the individual items in T.

The proportion of match pairs p(M), will be estimated

using as much information as possible from the comparison

environment. Prior information will be combined with data

probability to compute a posterior distribution for the

proportion of match pairs. This is the main feature of

Bayesian estimation procedure.

Let p(M)=~ be the proportion of match pairs between the

two files. Iversen (1985) illustrates the use of beta

distribution in estimating the prior distribution of any
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proportion with very little information. This can be

expressed in the following form:

f (11") = C11"a-' (1-11") b-' (3.7)

where a and b are the exponent parameters;

C = 1/[p(a,b»); and,

p is the beta-function with parameters a and b.

The exponent parameters can be estimated as functions of the

mean (~T) and standard deviation (GT) of 11" from its prior

distribution. Let us suppose that the number of records N,

in file A is greater than Nz, the number in file B. It is

evident that the maximum number of records that can be

common to both files is Nz, the smaller of the two numbers.

It follows then, that the maximum proportion of match pairs

is Nzi (N,. Nz) i. e., liN,. So, 11" can take any value between 0

and liN,. Under the assumption that ~T ± 2G
T

covers almost

the entire range of 11", the mean and variance can be

estimated as functions of the range of the prior

distribution. The mean ~T is computed by a simple average

of the range of 11", i.e., 1/2N" and GT is computed from the

relation ~T - 2G
T

= o. That is, GT=1/4N,. Once ~'1 and G
T

have been computed, the parameters a and b can be written as

(3.8)
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The data probability of ~ is given by

f(Data I~) = N!/[x! (N-x)!] ~x (l_~)N-X

(3.9)

(3.10 )

where x is the number of success. Let Z be a subset of r,

such that each zeZ represents a configuration of agreement

in all items. As an example let a particular z be

[Chang,Chang; 25yrs.,25yrs.; Married,Married] and another be

[Smith,Smith; 30yrs.,30yrs.; Married,Married]. In the first

example if there be 10 records with the configuration

[Chang, 25yrs., Married] in file A, and 5 in file B then one

would expect a maximum of 5 such pairs to be true matches.

That is, in the absence of data errors, for a given z, there

can be at most Min(N,/,N2z
B) match pairs, where N,/ records

in file A and N2z
B records in file B make up the particular

configuration z. The quantity x in equation (3.10) can be

estimated by summing these minimum numbers over all z's.

That is,

x = E Min(N,/,N2: )
z € Z

Using this information it can be shown that the

(3.11)

posterior distribution of rr is also Beta, with exponent

parameters a+x, and N+b-x. The proportion of match pairs is
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estimated by the expected value of ~ from this posterior

distribution, which is equal to (a+x)j(N+a+b). Once

p(M) is estimated, p(U) can be obtained by sUbtracting p(M)

from 1.

3.3 The operational Method

An operational method of record linkage is provided by

Mi et al (1983). This is a block-based method and as such

depends very much on how well the files are blocked by the

primary linkage criterion. Once the files are blocked,

decisions are made on the basis of the distributions of the

secondary linkage criteria within the blocks.

Agreement on all criteria does not necessarily imply

that the records belong to the same individual. There are

two reasons for this, first is that 2 or more records in the

same file may have the exact same configuration, and the

other is that the observation may not be the true

representation of the actual values. In either case there

is the notion that any match has a degree of uncertainty.

The term "chance" has been used in this sense of

uncertainty, and the associated probability is called chance

match probability. The higher this chance match probability

the lower is the confidence that the pair is a match; and

lower the probability, greater is the confidence that the

pair is a match. The idea of chance match can also be

explained in the light of "more common" and "less common"
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configurations. When agreement is on a more common

configuration it is more difficult to determine whether the

records belong to the same individual or not. That is, the

power to discriminate between true and false links would be

low. Because only a few of these large number of records

will belong to the same individuals, and there is no way to

determine whether a particular decision is correct. This

means that the probability of false links will be higher for

a more common configuration because most of these pairs will

not belong to the same individual. Relatively fewer pairs

will be false links for less common configurations.

If Pij be the proportion of records taking the jth value

on the ith item in the first file, and qij be the

corresponding proportion in the other file, then chance

match probability on the ith item is given by Pijqij. If the

records disagree on an item then a value of 1 is used as the

chance match probability for that item. As has been

mentioned above the higher the value of chance match

probability the lower is the likelihood that the pair is an

actual match. For disagreement configurations it is very

unlikely that a pair will be an actual match. This is the

implicit reason for putting a maximum value of 1 for pairs

with disagreement configurations. Assuming independence of

the items, compound chance match probability for a pair is

simply the product of the item-specific chance match
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K
probabilities. This is expressed in the form.IIpijqij.

1=1

Before the records within a block are compared, a

tolerance level is set up for the block. The average chance

match probability is computed for each criterion. The

product of the first K-1 such average probabilities is then

calculated. When K-1 items are taken from the K items,

there can be K samples, each of size K-1. The tolerance

level is an average of these K product terms. If this

tolerance value is larger than an arbitrarily chosen small

value then no comparison is made in that block, the reason

being that the block does not provide enough discriminating

power. If the block passes the tolerance test, the pairs

are compared one at a time. A run is the complete

comparison of one record in a block of a file with every

record within the corresponding block of the second file.

The pair with the smallest chance match probability is

accepted as link, and removed from the block. A cycle is

completed when every pair-wise comparison is made between

two blocks of records. A second cycle of linkage is done

only if the last cycle produced at least one link pair and

the new tolerance level for the block is still below 10-5 •

Based on the new tolerance level the procedure is repeated

as long as the tolerance level is below 10-5 •
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3.4 Design of the experiments

It is necessary to know the true status of the pairs of

records to evaluate any method of record linkage. Since

this is precisely the problem, in most cases the true

statuses in real data are not known. One option is to use

synthetic data created by simulation so that the records

that belong to the same entity can be identified before a

method can be tested. The data sets for experiments were

taken from a routine data generation system of the Genetics

laboratory at the University of Hawaii. Three groups of

data were created, each being replicated three times. No

knowledge about the true links was made available before

linkage. This blinding technique was used so that the

experiments could be performed in an unbiased manner.

The population for the study was defined in the

following way: there were 8 items of identifying

information; the items had 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60

possible configurations respectively; and the items were

each independently uniformly distributed random variables.

Each data set had two files, namely, A and B. File A of 200

records was chosen at random from the population described

above. File B had 100 records of which the first 50 records

were chosen from file A and the remaining from the general

population. The first group had three such replications,

and was without any data error. To test the robustness of

the new method 5% errors were introduced to the second group
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of data sets. To affect this data error the configuration

of 5% of the records in the B files were changed without any

bias. In a similar way 10% errors were plugged in to the

replications in the third group of files. Appendix 1 shows

the salient features of the data generating process.

To apply the new method of making decisions, a program

was written using BASIC version 3.0 for PC. The experiments

with the 9 data sets were run on the EPSON EQUITY II+

personal computer. For comparison, the data sets were also

linked by the operational method of Mi et al (1983),

independently, at the Genetics laboratory of the University

of Hawaii.
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CHAPTER IV

CHANCE MATCH AND NONMATCH PROBABILITIES

This chapter will focus on the issues of chance match

and nonmatch probabilities. In the first section, the

concept of chance, as used in the phrase "chance match

probability" is explained. The contribution of this study

in extending the idea of chance match and introducing the

new concept of "chance nonmatch probability" is taken up in

the next section. Computational aspects of these

probabilities along with interpretation of special cases are

discussed in section 3. The final section demonstrates the

actual application of these probabilities in record linkage.

4.1 The underlying concept

The concept of chance match probability was first

introduced by Mi et al (1983). As has been discussed in

chapter 3 of this study, chance match probability is derived

under the basic hypothesis that there is an element of

uncertainty associated with the decision that a pair is a

match. The recognition of this uncertainty factor is of

fundamental importance in trying to develop any record

linkage methodology.

From the computational perspective, the chance match

probability is merely the product of observing the

components of the particular configuration in the two files.

For example if a pair of records has the same last name,
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Ch~g, in both the records, then the probability of chance

match is simply the probability of observing the name Chw~

in the first file, multiplied by the probability of

observing the same name in the second file. In other words,

this is the joint probability of observing the particular

configuration, if the two files are considered independent.

Higher probability in general implies higher likelihood

of occurrence of the event. But the statement, "higher

values of chance match probability implies lower reliability

on the decision that the pair is a match", is in conflict

with the general implication. The key word is "chance", and

not match or nonmatch. The term probability should not be

taken too literally in the expression "chance match

probability". Actual magnitude of the probability is not as

important as the ordinal sense that it conveys. The

probability value is actually used to gain some idea about

the degree of uncertainty.

A hypothetical example is shown in table 4.1. Two last

names, Ch~g and Smtih, are shown in Column 1, with the first

being more frequent than the second in both the files.

Chance match probability and the minimum proportion of false

links are given in columns 4 and 5. The proportion of false

links in this example is the number of false links among all

the pairs that have a particular kind of agreement

configuration.
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Table 4.1

A hypothetical table illustrating the importance of

chance match probability

Observed Probability Minimum
Last frequency of proportion of
name File A File B chance match false links

CHANG 20 10 20/100*10/100 190/200
=.02 =.95

SMITH 1 2 1/100*2/100 1/2
=.0002 =.50

TOTAL 100 100

In table 4.1, the last name Cmmg, yields a chance match

probability of .02; and for the name Smtih, it is .0002. In

a literal sense this probability gives the proportion of the

total pairs of records that have an observed agreement on

the particular last name. The purpose of using this

probability to measure the chance factor can be better

understood from the values in the last column. Of the 200

pairs that agree on the name Cmmg, there can be a maximum of

10 pairs of actual matches. This implies that 95% of the

times such a pair will be erroneously decided as links.

Although there are only two pairs with the name Smtih, they

yield a lower minimum value of 50%. The example used in

table 4.1 is quite extreme, but it serves the purpose of

elucidating the point that higher chance match probability

will imply lower reliability on a match decision.
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4.2 Chance match for disagreement and chance nonmatch

Mi et al (1983) has put forward a method for computing

the chance match probability for agreement configurations

only. A value of 1 is used for chance match probability

when there is a disagreement. The above stated paper

rationalizes the use of the maximum value of 1 on the ground

that if there is a disagreement then it is highly unlikely

that the pair belongs to the same entity.

A primary difference between the present study and the

above mentioned study is on the concept of having distinct

probabilities for different kinds of disagreements. It

seems that there is a need to put some concrete value other

than 1, for chance match probability in the case of

disagreement. For instance, there is no reason for the

following disagreement configurations - [Cmmg, C~ng] and

[Smtih, SchmMt] - to be of equal importance in making

decisions. The new idea has actually evolved around the

notion of distinguishing between different types of

disagreements. It therefore seems necessary to have

formulas that incorporate all the possibilities between two

files of records. Once these expressions have been

explicitly determined, chance match probability will be

computed as before, item by item; and by using appropriate

formulas, depending on whether the records agree on the

particular item. Although the computations will change,
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chance match probability will still be used to carry the

same meaning.

4.2.1 Chance Nonmatch probability

So far this chapter has dealt with explaining that any

two records can be a match; and that there is a chance

factor associated with this decision being correct. The

higher this chance probability the lower is the assurance

that the pair is actually a match. There is an implicit

reasoning that whatever is not decided as a match is a

nonmatch. This argument would be perfectly valid if the

decisions are all correct. Just as an observed agreement

may actually be a disagreement, so can an observed

disagreement be an actual agreement. This implies that due

to errors in the data the observed data may not all be

correct representation of the actual values. If that be the

case there is no reason to believe why one type of error

should be taken into account while the other is ignored.

To resolve this issue, a broader viewpoint is required.

Nonmatch decisions should also be considered as being by

chance, like match decisions. On a similar note, in general

higher values of chance nonmatch probability will place

lesser confidence on the decision that the pair is a

nonmatch. For each pair of records chance match and chance

nonmatch probabilities will be computed. As in the case of
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chance match, agreement and disagreement configurations will

have different formulas for chance nonmatch probability.

4.3 A new method for computing the chance probabi1ities

As mentioned earlier, assuming independence of the

items of identifying information, compound chance match and

nonmatch probabilities can be computed by the product of the

item-specific chance probabilities. It is therefore

sufficient to develop the formulas for individual items.

Let us consider the ith item. It will be assumed that

for observed agreement the item takes the value x, in both

files A and Bi and for observed disagreement it takes the

value x in file A and the value y in file B. Let Pix denote

the probability of observing the value x on the ith criterion

in file A and qiy be the probability of observing the value y

on the ith criterion in file B.

Expressions for data errors have also been formulated

to capture the anomalies of misreporting and misrecording of

the information. Two kinds of data errors have been

considered. The first is when the actual value is different

from what is observed. In the second situation, a specific

value other than the one observed is considered as the

actual value. These equations can also be used in the case

of missing values by assuming that missing value can also be

an observed configuration. The error probabilities are
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symbolized bye, with superscripts referring to the files,

and sUbscripts indicating the values in error.

These observed and error probabilities are shown in

equations (4.1) to (4.6).

P = P(Observed value in file A is x)ix

qiy = P(Observed value in file B is y)

(4.1)

(4.2)

A = P(Actual value in file A is not xe ix IObserved value in file A is x) (4.3)

B = P(Actual value in file B is not ye iy
IObserved value in file B is y) (4.4)

A = P(Actual value in file A is ye ix,y
IObserved value in file A is x) (4.5)

B = P(Actual value in file B is xe iy,x
IObserved value in file B is y) • (4.6)

The probability of chance match for agreement is then

the product of the probability of error free realizations of

the observed configuration in the files. This is given by

P(chance match IObserved value is x in both files)

= Pix(l - e A
iX) ·qix(l - e B

ix)
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If the errors can be assumed to be negligible in both files,

then equation (4. 7) reduces to Pix. qix; which is the same as

the expression given by Mi et al (1983).

There is a possibility that an observed disagreement

configuration may have erroneously arisen from the set of

records belonging to the same individual. Let the observed

value on the ith criterion be x in file A and y in file B.

If simultaneous error on both files can be ignored then the

records may belong to the same entity if one of the

following alternatives is true:

(1) actual value x in file A is correctly observed, but

actual value x in file B is erroneously observed as

y;

(2) actual value y in file B is correctly observed, but

actual value y in file A is erroneously observed as

x.

The probability of chance match for this disagreement

configuration then takes the following form

P(chance match IObserved value is x in file A
and y in file B)

= [Pix(1- e A
iX) ·qiy·eBiy,x)] + [qjy(l- eB

iy) .PiX.e\X,y)]. (4.8)

The quantity qiy.eBiy,x is actually the observed probability

in file B of the value y, times the probability that an
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actual value of x is erroneously observed as a y. There

would be an enormous number of probabilities of the type

eBiy,X even for a single item, and so some approximation is

required. It can reasonably be assumed that the quantity

qiy.eBiy,x is similar to the error free probability of

obtaining the value x in file B. with a similar reasoning,

the quantity PiX.e\x,y can be assumed similar to the error

free probability of realizing the value y in file A. It

should be noted that these are only approximations and not

equivalences. The mathematical form of these assumptions

are shown below.

qiy·eBiy,X ~ qix(l- eB
ix)

Pix·eAiX,y ~ Piy(l- eA
iy)·

Using these approximations, equation (4.8) becomes

(4.9)

(4. 10)

Any knowledge about the errors of reporting/recording should

be used to get close to true values of the probabilities in

equations (4.7) and (4.10). If these errors are negligible,

then equation (4.10) can be written as p q + p qix" ix iy· iy·

This paper extends the concept of uncertainty to

nonlinked decisions as well. Every pair is now considered

to have a chance factor associated with it being decided as
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a nonlink. The probability of chance nonmatch is defined as

the probability that an observed pair is a nonmatch, by

chance. It indicates whether the error associated with the

decision of nonmatch is high or low. The smaller this

chance factor, the greater is the reliability that the

records actually do not belong to the same individual.

Ignoring simultaneous errors, the observed disagreement can

mean that the pair does not belong to the same individual,

if anyone of the following is true:

(1) actual value x in file A and actual value y in file B

are both correctly observed;

(2) actual value x in file A was correctly observed but

the observed value y in file B was actually some

value other than x or y;

(3) actual value y in file B was correctly observed but

the observed value x in file A was actually some

value other than y or x.

The probability of chance nonmatch for this disagreement

configuration then takes the following form

P(chance nonmatch IObserved value is x in file A
and y in file B)

= Pix(l - e\x) ·qiy(l - e
B
iy) + Pix(l - e\x) L qiy·eBiy,w

w*x
w*y

+ qiy (1 - e
B
iy) L Pi::· e\:,z·

z*y
z*x
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Arguing in a similar manner the probability of chance

nonmatch for agreement can be expressed as

P(chance nonmatch IObserved value is x in both files)

= Pix(l - e\x) ~ qix·eBiX,W
w¢x

+ qix(l - eB
iX) ~ Pix·eBiX Z

z¢x '
(4.12)

Using the relations (4.9), equations (4.11) and (4.12)

becomes equal to Pix.qiy and Pix(l-qix)+qix(l-Pix) respectively.

The following table shows a consolidated form of the

chance match and nonmatch probabilities for agreement and

disagreement configurations.

Table 4.2

Formulas for chance match and nonmatch probabilities

Observation Probability of

File A File B Chance match Chance nonmatch

x x p .q P (l-q )+q (l-p )
ix ix ix ix ix ix

x y P .q + P .q P .q
ix ix iy iy ix iy

Table 4.3 has been constructed with artificial values

to demonstrate how they affect the chance match and chance

nonmatch probabilities as defined in this paper. Though the
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quantities Pix' qix have been arbitrarily chosen, they

represent broad categories of "common", "moderately common",

and "rare" frequencies. In general a chance match

probability smaller than the chance nonmatch probability

will indicate smaller error in considering the pair as a

match relative to nonmatch. The last column in table 4.3

has been constructed in this sense, final decision can only

be made after applying the decision-rule.

Table 4.3

Chance match and nonmatch probabilities for agreements

with arbitrarily chosen frequencies

p q Chance match Chance nonmatch More reliable
ix ix probability probability decision

.9 .9 .81 .18 NL

.9 .5 .45 .50 L

.9 .1 .09 .82 L

.5 .1 .05 .50 L

.5 .5 .25 .50 L

.1 .1 .01 .18 L

Note: L stands for link and NL for nonlink

In interpreting table 4.3 it should be realized that

these probabilities of chance match and nonmatch are

computed for agreement configurations. From earlier

explanations it would be expected that agreement
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configurations should put more confidence in deciding that

the pair is a match. This is generally reflected in table

4.3, except when the configuration is very common in both

files, as in the first row. The most reliable decision in

row 1 also supports the proposition that a match decision

becomes unreliable when the configuration is very common in

both files. A table comparable to table 4.3 could be

created for a disagreement configuration, but the

translation would not be straight forward. This is because

the formula for chance match in the case of disagreement

configuration requires four frequency values, and the study

may become difficult when each of them can be "common",

"moderately common", or "rare" configuration.

4.3.1 Interpretation of special cases

In this section an attempt is made to interpret a value

of zero for chance match or chance nonmatch probability. A

value of zero needs to be handled separately from the

general principle that a small value indicates a higher

confidence. Data errors will be ignored and as such the

final form of the four probabilities summarized in table 4.2

will be considered.

Chance match probability for agreement cannot be zero

because Pix and qix are computed only when the pair contains

the value x. For chance nonmatch to be zero in the case of

agreement, Pix and qix should either be both zero or both
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equal to 1. Both cannot be zero as stated above. A value

of 1 in both files mean that all records have the same value

x on the ith criterion and so a decision that the pair

belongs to the same individual would be very likely in

error.

Four frequencies are needed when computing probability

of chance match for a disagreement configuration. Since x

is observed in file A and y is observed in file B, Pix and qiy

cannot be zero. This implies that qix and Piy must both be

zero. In this case since x is absent in file Band y is

absent in file A it should indicate that the pair is a

nonmatch. The final formula is the chance nonmatch

probability for disagreement, and clearly this cannot be

zero because the values are observed and hence the

probabilities cannot be zero.

4.4 Application of the chance probabilities

The decision-rule in chapter 3 requires the knowledge

of the conditional probabilities of the comparison vector in

the match and nonmatch sets. Equations (3.4) and (3.5)

expressed these conditional probabilities as functions of

P(Y), P(M IT) and P(U IT). The estimation of P(M IT) and

P(U IT) was withheld till the concepts of chance match and

chance nonmatch probabilities were explained.

For a given comparison vector Y, a high value of chance

match probability would put less confidence in the decision
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that the pair is a match. Since any pair of records from

the population of pairs can only be a match or a nonmatch,

the above situation should suggest that the reliability

would be higher on a nonmatch decision. The new decision

rule is such that higher discriminant score yields a

decision in favor of that set. So an estimator for P(U IY)

should be such that higher value of the estimator should

mean that it is more likely that the pair is a nonmatch. It

seems reasonable then to use P(Chance match IY) to estimate

P(U IY). It should be pointed out that P(Chance match) is

only being used as a proxy measure of P(U IY). Similarly,

higher values of chance nonmatch would put less confidence

in the decision that the pair is a nonmatch. In other words

there would be more belief in the decision that the pair is

a match, and consequently, P(Chance nonmatch IY) will be

used in place of P(M IY). SO, a chance match and a chance

nonmatch probability is computed for every pair of records

in the comparison environment, be it in the blocks or the

entire files.

It may sometimes happen that the decision-procedure

links one record of the first file with two or more records

of the second, thereby resulting in what are called

"multiple links". Clearly this is unacceptable when it is

assumed that an individual's record may not appear more than

once in a single file. This should be distinguished from

the conceptual understanding that two or more records may
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have the same configuration but belong to different

entities. These are termed "tied records". This can arise

particularly when there are only a small number of

identifying information. If mUltiple links occur between

tied records, no definite decisions can be made without

additional information. This study proposes the following

statistic, if the mUltiple links are between distinct

records:

Q = [ P(chance nonmatch) - P(chance match) ]. (4.13 )

The pair that yields the highest Q value among the mUltiple

link pairs will be selected as a match. The idea is that

the higher Q value would mean a higher probability of chance

nonmatch as compared to a probability of chance match. This

in turn puts more confidence on a match decision.

A third application of chance nonmatch probability can

be as a pre-selection technique. In the absence of data

errors, a disagreement is both, a necessary and a sufficient

condition for a pair not to belong to the same entity.

Unfortunately, an agreement is a necessary but not a

sufficient condition for a pair to be a match. If some

criteria be so important that disagreement on them would

highly increase the possibility that the pair is not a

match, then probability of chance nonmatch based only on

these important criteria may be computed. If this value is
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no larger than a prespecified small quantity *€ , then all

such pairs may be considered as nonmatch and removed.

Detailed comparison is done only on the remaining pairs.
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CHAPTER V

MAXIMIZING THE USE OF BLOCKING

This chapter discusses issues related to blocking.

The concept of "blocking" is introduced, as applied in

record linkage and a theoretical model for selecting a

blocking method is presented in the first section. Kelley's

(1985a) method, which is the basis of the new method, is

discussed in brief after the introduction. The next section

gives a practical approach to the solution for the new

model. A block-based method of evaluating the overall

performance is presented in the second part of this section.

section 3 compares the new method with Kelley's (1985a)

method. The final section of this chapter is a discussion

on blocking, that includes advantages and disadvantages of

blocking, an evaluation technique for any block-based

linkage operation and the need for blocking in the future.

5.1 Choice of a blocking scheme

5.1.1 Background

In record linkage, blocking is the technique of

partitioning the records in the files by one or more items

of identifying information. Once the blocking criterion is

determined, both files are sorted and blocked, using the

same rule. Detailed comparisons are made only for pairs of

records falling within the same blocks. Table 5.1
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illustrates a hypothetical partitioning of two files of

records.

Table 5.1

A table showing the reduction in the number of comparisons

as a result of blocking the files.

Number Number Number
Block of records of records of pairwise
number in file A in file B comDarisons

1 n11 n21 n11·n21
2 n12 n22 n12·n22
. . . .
b n1b n2b n1b·n2b
. . . .
M n1M n2M n1M·n2M

TOTAL N1 N2 i~ln1b·n2b

In the above example if the two files A and B were compared

in their entirety then comparison would have to be done on

N1.NZ pairs of records. As a result of blocking the files,

detailed comparison is done only within each of the M
M

blocks, that is on a total of ~ n1bnZb pairs. Thus there is
b=l

M
a saving of N1 • Nz - ~ n1bnZb pairs. This difference

b=l

represents the pairs formed by the blocks, that are not

brought together for comparison. These are commonly called

the "implicit nonlinks".
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As before the configuration of comparisons between K

items of identifying information for a pair of records will

be denoted by the K-dimensional comparison vector I; the

conditional distributions will be identified by the

expressions PCI 1M) and PCI IU); and r will stand for the

sample space of I. In addition, let A" Az' and A3 represent

respectively the decisions of accepting a pair as linked,

undecided, and nonlinked, based on a decision-rule which is

a function of r and the errors of misclassification. The

probability of a false link is symbolized by A, and ~ is

used for the probability of a false nonlink. The third

possible error occurs when a pair is undecided. Figure 2

shows the effects of blocking the files on the decision

errors.

The larger rectangles represent the decision sets A"

Az' and A3 , when comparisons are made on all possible pairs

of records between two files. r is the sample space of the

comparison vector I. The size of the sample space decreases

due to blocking and is denoted by r*, the area bounded by

the broken lines. The respective decision sets of link,

undecided, and nonlink under r" are denoted by A,*, A/, and

A3* within the smaller rectangles. The area within the

solid lines but outside the broken lines is r-r*, the region

of the implicit nonlinks. Let A3** denote these implicit

nonlinks. The region A3** n A" is the set of pairs of

records that are decided as link under total file
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Figure 2. Partitioning of the comparison vector
(Adapted from Kelley, 1985a)

comparison, but are not compared when the files are blocked.

Similarly, A3** nAzis the set of pairs that are undecided

under total file comparison but are not compared when the

files are blocked, and A3** n A3 is the set of pairs that are

decided as nonlinks under total file comparison but are not

compared when the files are blocked.

5.1.2 Effects on the errors

An error is committed whenever a nonmatch pair is

decided as a link. When the files are compared in their

entirety this error can be written in the form

). = P (A, Iu) •
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The set A, of link pairs can be decomposed into two mutually

exclusive sets of pairs under blocking, the set A,* of links

and the set A3** n A, of the implicit nonlinks. Using this

decomposition, equation (5.1) now becomes

(5.2)

The first part on the right side of equation (5.2) is the

probability of false links when the comparisons are done

within blocks only. Rearranging equation (5.2) and putting

A* = peA; IU), we get

(5.3)

A is the set of false links in the absence of blocking and

A* is the set of false links when the files are blocked. So

we see that the probability of false links decreases due to

blocking by an amount P(A3** n A, IU).

Let A3*** be the total nonlinks under blocking. This is

the sum of the pairs that are decided as nonlinks within the

blocks, and the implicit nonlinks. The algebraic form of

this set, conditioned upon being a match is

(5.4)
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Denoting P(A3*** 1M) = J1.*, and P(A3* 1M) = J1. , equation (5.4)

becomes

** I= J1. + P[A3 n (A, U AZ) M]. (5.5)

Figure 2 and equation (5.5) suggest that the probability of

false nonlinks increases as a consequence of blocking.

The probability of the undecided category can be

compared by the following two equations:

P(At 1M)

P(Az* IU)

= P(A2 1M)

= P(A2 IU)

- P(A3** n Az 1M)

- P(A3** n A2 IU).

(5.6)

(5.7)

So the errors of being undecided among both match and

nonmatch pairs of records are also reduced due to blocking.

5.1.3 Kelley's method

Kelley (1985a) has developed an elegant method of

choosing the best blocking scheme. The increase in the

probability of false nonlinks is considered as a cost of

blocking, while the reduction in the number of pairs that

need to be compared is the benefit. The benefit is measured

by p(r*), in the sense that smaller values of p(r*) will

imply greater benefit. This is because smaller value of

p(r*) means that fewer number of pairs of records have to be

compared.
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If an upper limit on the cost of blocking can be set,

then all the schemes with cost less than or equal to this

limit will be considered eligible for selection. Among the

eligible schemes the one for which the benefit is maximum is

chosen as the best blocking scheme. In order to reduce the

number of competing schemes an admissibility criterion has

been proposed by Kelley (1985a). Any scheme will be

admissible if no other scheme which is a subset of this

scheme yields a lower cost.

5.1.4 The new method for selecting a blocking scheme

It is evident from the discussion in earlier sections

that the errors change as a consequence of blocking, when

compared with the linkage decisions made in the case of

unblocked files. In particular, probability of false links

and probability of not making any conclusive decision

decreases. However, the probability of false nonlinks

increases when the files are blocked.

The probability of false links cannot be altered for

any given scheme but will vary from one scheme to another.

The increase in the probability of false nonlinks is

P[A3** n (A, u A2) 1M], as shown in equation (5.5). We note

that the probability is conditioned on the pair being in the

match set. The union of the sets A1 and ~ are all those

pairs that were not decided as nonlinks under entire file

comparison. An intersection of this union with A3** gives
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the number of those pairs in the union that become implicit

nonlinks as a result of blocking the files.

This study considers P [A3** n (A, U Az) IM] as the loss

due to blocking. The benefit is obtained from analyzing

this loss. P[A3** n (A, U AZ) 1M] can be rewritten in the

form

** IP[A3 n (A, U Az) M]

** I ** I= P (A3 n A, M) + P (A3 n Az M). (5.8)

As stated before, the quantity P[A3** n (A, U AZ) 1M] is

determined by the blocking scheme and the data. Likewise,

P(A;* n A, 1M) and P(A;* n Az 1M) are also determined by the

blocking scheme and the data. So the variation can only be

between schemes. The quantity P(A3** n A, 1M) is the

proportion of implicit nonlinks, among those pairs that are

decided as links when the files are compared in their

entirety, given that the pair is a match. similarly, P(A3**

n Az 1M) is the proportion of implicit nonlinks, among those

pairs that are undecided when the files are compared in

their entirety, given that the pair is a match. The first

quantity provides a measure of the failure of the blocking

scheme to bring together pairs that are actually matches and

are also picked up by the entire file based method. A

prudent expectation would be to hope that this quantity is

as small as possible. This is because the blocking method
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is being compared with the entire files based method, and

ideally, the blocking method should not miss any of the true

match pairs that are correctly classified by the entire file

based method of decision-making.

The eligibility criterion in the new method proposed in

this study is P[A3** n (A, u ~) 1M] s e", where €* is a

predetermined acceptable loss term. Among the eligible

schemes, the one for which P(A3** n A, 1M) is the least will

be chosen as the best scheme. Formally stated the method is

to

Minimize P(A3** n A, 1M),

such that P(A3** n A, u Az 1M) s s",

It should be emphasized that P(A3** n A, 1M) does not have a

functional form and so minimization does not mean

mathematical minimization. It is simply the minimum value

of P (A3** n A, IM) from the different blocking schemes that

satisfy the condition P [A3** n (A, U AZ) 1M] s €*.

5.2 Practical procedure for selecting the

best blocking scheme

The procedure for selecting the best blocking scheme

will be introduced here. A blocking scheme is chosen such

that, P(A3** n AzIM) is maximized subj act; to the condition

that, P (A3** n (A, U Az) 1M] s e". In order to use the nevi
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method for selecting the best blocking scheme it is

essential that the actual status of the pairs, and the

decisions made when the files are compared in their

entirety, be known.

Let (a1,b1) , ......, (ad,bd) be the set of match pairs

between two files of data, where d is the number of match

pairs, a i is the file A record in the ith match pair and b i

is the file B record in the ith match pair. Also let "X" be

the blocking scheme that is to be tested. The first step is

to observe the number of these match pairs that "X" is able

to place within the same blocks. Let do be the number of

pairs that "X" fails to place within same blocks. This

gives the number of match pairs that become nonlinks as a

consequence of blocking. Since it is assumed that the

decisions made on these pairs are known, out of the do match

pairs, let d01 pairs belong to A1 and doz pairs be in Az. Now

it is possible to actually compute the required probability

for eligibility of "X". That is, P[A3** n (A1 U AZ) 1M] =

(d01 + doz)/d. The choice of €* is arbitrary, but small.

Remembering that €* represents the upper limit of the

probability, that given a match pair, the blocking method

will make the pair an implicit nonlink, when it was not

decided as a nonlink under the entire file based comparison.

The eligibility inequality can be rewritten as

(d01 + doz) s d. e",
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An alternative to real data with the necessary

information is to create synthetic data, such that the

actual status of the pairs of records are known. If the

synthetic files are also linked by an entire file based

1 inkage method then the quantities d1 , d2 and d3 can be

easily computed. The problem with synthetic data is that

the match pairs will have the same value on the blocking

variable, and as such no blocking scheme will fail to place

these identical records in same blocks. To handle this

problem, it is proposed that errors be introduced at random

to the blocking variable in file B, keeping file A intact.

Let the test for eligibility of "X" be established with

a hypothetical example. Let €* = .01 and d = 1,000, so that

d.€* = 10. If d01 + d02 ~ 10, then the method is eligible for

selection. There might be several schemes for which d01 +

d02 ~ 10. Among the eligible methods, the one that has the

largest value of d02 is the best scheme as selected by the

new method.

The practical steps involved in choosing the best

blocking scheme have been illustrated in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Steps in selecting the best blocking scheme
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Advantages of the procedure:

(1) The status (Ai) of only a few pairs of records (do* )

need to be known, where do* is the union of the various do's

belonging to different methods of blocking.

(2) The actual formation of blocks is not even necessary

for the different schemes. The only requirement is to

observe the match pairs for which the scheme is unable to

put the records within the same block.

(3) The procedure is so simple that only a few counts

have to be made, the computation involved is very trivial.

Disadvantages of the procedure:

(1) True match pairs, and the decision sets to which do* of

them belong have to be known.

(2) The selection of the best blocking scheme may depend on

the errors introduced in the synthetic data. So the use of

synthetic data will make the selection procedure subjective.

5.3 comparison with Kelley's method

In order to compare the new blocking method with

Kelley's (1985a) method, the constraint is first considered.

The constraint is essentially the same, though Kelley refers

to it as the competing criterion and in the new method it is

termed as the eligibility constraint. Kelley has explained

in detail how different schemes are chosen for different

ranges of values for the constraint, but the actual

procedure for computing P[At" n (A, U AZ) IM] is not
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mentioned. The new method provides some computational

techniques.

Kelley provides a sound routine for eliminating the

competing schemes to arrive at a small set of admissible

schemes. This however requires additional computational

procedures. The new method does not have such an

intermediary step.

In Kelley's method p(r*) is computed for every

admissible scheme. This implies that the probabilities of

observing a pair in a blocking scheme, conditioned upon

being in the match, and nonmatch sets are required. These

probabilities in most cases will not be readily available.

From a theoretical standpoint, Kelley's method is very

appealing, as it is natural to expect that the best blocking

scheme should also be the one that compares the smallest

number of pairs among the admissible schemes. In choosing

the best blocking scheme, the new method does not attempt to

use the number of pairs as a criterion. The importance in

the new method is on the merit of an eligible scheme, as

measured by its ability to identify the match pairs.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Evaluation

If the true statuses of pairs of records are known from

previous knowledge or as a result of using simulated data,

it is possible to construct 2x2 or 3x2 crosstabulations
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showing true status versus result from actual linkage

operations. A 2x2 table is used when there is no undecided

category in the decision sets. Probability of false links

is defined as the proportion of nonmatch pairs that are

decided as links, and probability of false nonlinks is the

proportion of match pairs that are decided as nonlinks.

Depending on the importance of these errors for the

particular study, an evaluation of the decision-procedure in

record linkage can usually be measured by some combination

of these proportions of false links and false nonlinks. In

general the smaller these proportions the better is the

performance. Although this idea could be extended to the

block-based procedures, no such measure exists that can

evaluate the overall performance of any block-based linkage

operation.

The denominator in the probability of false links is so

large that the differences between different methods is

usually very small when measured by the probability of false

links. The probability of false nonlinks is very sensitive

because of the much smaller denominator. That is, it varies

a lot because the number of match pairs are very few. with

this rationale, the measure proposed in this study will be a

function of the probability of false nonlinks. More

specifically, probability of true links, which is

[1 - P(false nonlinks)], will be used for evaluating any

block-based linkage methodology. The new measure will be
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called the overall success rate (O.S.R.), and computed by

the formula

O.S.R. =
D

X 100. (5.9)

Of the total N, records in file A, and N2 , in file B, n1bl

and n2b are respectively the number of records in the files

that fall into the bth block. Let the actual number of

match pairs between the files be D, and db be the number of

match pairs that have been correctly decided in block b,

then the first factor in equation (5.9) gives a relative

measure of success in capturing the match pairs. The second

factor is included because we recognize that the final

results should be judged not only by the accuracy of the

match decisions, but also by the number of pairs compared.

Rearranging the factors in equation (5.9), the O.S.R.

can also be defined as the ratio of the proportion of total

pairs under blocking that are correctly decided as matches

to the actual proportion of match pairs between the two

files. The measure will be most appropriate when comparing

two blocking schemes for the same files of data. If two

methods pick up the same number of actual match pairs then

the method that uses fewer number of pairs to do so should

be considered better. This fact is clearly captured by the

new measure.
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5.4.2 Advantages and disadvantages of blocking

The most obvious advantage of blocking is that the

number of pairwise comparisons is drastically reduced as the

number of blocks is increased. The probability of false

links decreases because records that fall in different

blocks are not compared. The probability of being in the

undecided category is reduced for the same reason. If the

undecided category is absent, then the probability of true

nonlinks will increase.

The main disadvantage is the increase in the

probability of false nonlinks. If there is no undecided

pairs then the probability of true links will decrease.

Since the proposition is to make decisions within the block

environment, the proportion of match and nonmatch pairs and

the conditional probabilities have to be estimated

separately for each block, and this means a significant

increase in the computational time. Another disadvantage of

using blocked files is when some of the blocks are so small

that there is very little information from those blocks.

5.4.3 The future of blocking

As high speed computers become more commonly available,

it is necessary to address the effects that they may have in

the future, on the decision to block the files. The answer

to this will depend largely on the nature of the particular

study and the type of computing facilities accessible. In
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this concluding section, an attempt is made to see if the

study of blocking will in general, continue to be important

in the future.

Even if sophisticated computers are used, the

theoretical losses and gains will remain unchanged. For

instance, the probability of false links will always be less

when the files are blocked as compared to entire file based

comparisons. Perhaps in the future, computers will be able

to make the comparison much more rapidly, and so the

difference in time to compare the pairs of records by the

two methods can diminish significantly. By virtue of its

ability to handle the entire population easily, blocking of

the files may not be so advantageous.

When decisions are made using block-specific

information, a set of parameters has to be estimated

separately for every block. Estimation of so many

parameters can be avoided if the computer can maneuver the

unblocked files. Fast computers can actually be used to

study the differences in the decisions made, by blocking and

non blocking schemes. A detailed assessment of gains and

losses in error probabilities, number of pairwise

comparisons made, and time required for various operations

can actually provide a direction for future users.

The idea of making fewer comparisons will always

attract some researchers and so the necessity to block the

files can diminish, but will not disappear completely.
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There are areas within blocking that need further

development and refinement. One issue is the size of the

blocks. If the blocks are large in size then there would be

fewer blocks, and as a result the blocking criterion will

not be discriminating enough. On the contrary, if there are

a large number of blocks, then there will be a large number

of implicit nonlinks. This might mean a large number of

false nonlinks. Each blocking scheme represents an

exclusive process of blocking the files. Once the blocking

criterion is chosen, there is no control over the size of

the blocks. At present the blocks are said to be large or

small, rather arbitrarily. One area of research could be to

investigate the possibility of some kind of relationship

between the number or size of the files and the basis for

selecting a blocking scheme. A concept similar to optimum

allocation of the stratum size in sampling theory could

possibly be used.

Another issue concerns the blocks that are extremely

small. Special cases are when both files have one record in

the block or when one of the files has no entry in a given

block. In the first case, even if the records agree on all

items the pair cannot be considered as a match because for

every item, the chance match probability will be 1 and the

chance nonmatch probability will be zero. When one file has

no record in a block then the information from that block is

totally unproductive. So far no study has dealt with this
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problem. One alternative is to merge the block with the

adjacent block. Whether the preceding or the following

block should be used for the merger is also not clear.
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CHAPTER VI

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

In the first section of this final chapter, the results

of the experiments are presented along with comments. An

empirical comparison is made in the second section between

the new method and the operational method of Mi et al

(1983). Limitations of the present study are discussed and

an overall comparison is made between the new method and the

existing methods in the last section.

6.1 Results of experiments

As described in chapter 3, three groups of experiments

were undertaken. The groups had 0, 5, and 10 per cent of

data errors. The experiments were replicated three times

within each group. In the first group there were no errors

in the data and the new method was able to identify all the

match and nonmatch pairs correctly. with the introduction

of errors in the second and third groups, the configurations

of some of the records changed. Consequently, of the 50

match pairs in each experiment, some pairs had disagreements

on one or more items of identifying information. Even with

these errors, there were no false links in any of the

experiments.

The formulas used in this study are functions of the

frequency distributions of the different items of

identifying information. These frequency values for each of
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the nine experiments are given in appendix 3. The overall

results from the different experiments are presented in

Table 6.1. The proportion of false links and false nonlinks

have been used to study the extent of misclassification by

the new method, at different levels of data errors. As the

percentage of data errors was increased from 5% in group II

to 10% in group III, the average proportion of false

nonlinks increased by 8%; this suggests that a higher level

of errors in the data results in a higher proportion of

false nonlinks. However, this is not always true. For

instance, experiment 1 in group II has a higher percentage

of false nonlinks than experiment 2 in group III. There

were substantial variations within the groups, in the

proportion of false nonlinks, implying that some factor

other than the data errors was affecting the results.

Since the overall error levels do not indicate how many

items are in error for a given pair, it would be meaningful

to make an evaluation in terms of the number of items in

error. In spite of the overall errors, pairs in the second

and third groups that were error-free were all correctly

assigned as matches and nonmatches. Table 6.2 provides the

results when one item was in error. contrary to

expectation, the average performance at 10% error was better

than that at 5%. In the second and third group of data

there were pairs that had error in 2 items and one pair had

error in 3 items. Only a single pair with two items in
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Table 6.1

Effects of data errors on the percentages of

misclassification in the new method

Group Experiment Percentage of Percentage of
number number false links false nonlinks

1 0.0 0.0

I 2 0.0 0.0

(NO ERROR) 3 0.0 0.0

AVERAGE 0.0 0.0

1 0.0 16.0

II 2 0.0 12.0

(5% ERROR) 3 0.0 4.0

AVERAGE 0.0 10.7

1 0.0 26.0

III 2 0.0 12.0

(10% ERROR) 3 0.0 18.0

AVERAGE 0.0 18.7
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Table 6.2

proportion of true links among pairs

with one item in error in the new method

Group Experiment Number of Proportion of
number number match pairs true links

1 10 .50

II 2 15 .73

(5% ERROR) 3 11 .91

TOTAL 36 .72

1 20 .65

III 2 19 .90

(10% ERROR) 3 19 .90

TOTAL 58 .81

OVERALL 94 .78
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error was correctly decided as link.

6.1.1 Explanation of the results

The overall results were encouraging. Even with a 10%

error rate more than 80% of the match pairs were correctly

assigned. As would be expected, the success rate declined

with increasing levels of error. This has been mainly a

consequence of a general increase in the number of pairs

having records in errors. The reason for the false links to

be completely absent is probably because the formulas for

disagreements are such that they strongly favor the decision

of being nonmatches.

The outcome of the experiments for pairs with one item

in error is displayed in Table 6.2. As is evident from the

results, there is considerable variation within the groups;

and unexpectedly, the overall achievement is better when the

errors are higher. These observations clearly demonstrate

that the general level of error is not as important as the

error in a particular pair of records. This is because even

if the overall error rate for a group is high, an individual

pair may have fewer items in error than when the error rate

is low.

The new method failed in the situations where two or

more items in a pair were in error. As stated above, chance

match probabilities are considerably higher than chance

nonmatch probabilities for disagreement configurations, and
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this difference becomes more pronounced when two or more

items are in disagreement, because of the mUltiplicative

effect of the compound chance match and chance nonmatch

probabilities.

We need to clarify why some pairs with errors were

correctly chosen, but not others. To investigate this

problem, chance match and chance nonmatch probabilities were

computed only for the items that had the discrepancies.

Table 6.3 shows the result of such an effort for

experiment 1 in group II. The top panel consists of match

pairs of records that were not correctly classified by the

new method. True links are shown in the bottom panel of

Table 6.3.

The pair 10 is a two dimensional quantity that

indicates the position of the records in the respective

files. These 10 numbers were coded and were not known to

the experimenter before the experiments were run. As before

for the item under consideration, x is the observed value on

the record in file A and y is the observed discrepant value

on the record in file B. The relative frequencies of the

observations in the files are given by the piS and q's.

Probabilities of chance match and chance nonmatch have been

computed by using the formulas in Table 4.2.
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Table 6.3

Chance match and nonmatch probabilities for discrepant items

of the match pairs in experiment 1 of group II

Pair Item Relative frequency Probability of
ID in x y p q p q Chance

error ix ix iy iy Match INonmatch

(125,7) 7 42 14 .03 .01 .06 .01 .0019 .0003

(168,14) 5 7 25 .03 .02 .04 .07 .0034 .0021

*(197,26) 3 7 10 .11 .06 .09 .07 .0129 .0077

*(197,26) 6 22 36 .02 .02 .03 .03 .0013 .0006

(147,30) 8 55 41 .02 .03 .00 .01 .0006 .0002

*(102,33) 1 1 2 .46 .49 .55 .51 .5059 .2346

*(102,33) 7 36 12 .04 .01 .01 .02 .0006 .0008

(198,36) 7 20 48 .03 .05 .02 .03 .0021 .0009

*(128,42) 3 6 9 .09 .14 .13 .13 .0295 .0117

*(128,42) 5 23 21 .03 .02 .02 .03 .0012 .0009

(181,43) 7 13 10 .02 .02 .03 .02 .0010 .0004

(10,25) 4 3 1 .04 .03 .06 .03 .0030 .0012

(131,29) 4 12 14 .05 .06 .06 .06 .0066 .0030

(165,31) 4 14 8 .06 .06 .06 .05 .0066 .0030

(135,34) 5 8 17 .02 .01 .04 .04 .0018 .0008

(145,41) 3 9 8 .13 .13 .07 .12 .0253 .0156

Note: * is used to identify pairs with errors in two items
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In the top panel of Table 6.3, chance nonmatch

probability is smaller than chance match probability in all

but one instance. The exception occurs on item 7 for the

pair (102,33). The other error in this pair is on item 1.

Even for this pair chance nonmatch probability is smaller

than chance match probability when the chance probabilities

for the two discrepant items are mUltiplied. This explains

the failure to capture some of the match pairs that have

data errors.

A look at the bottom panel shows the same trend. But

since these are true links, the explanation given for the

top panel does not hold. It is likely that the distribution

of the items that are not in error are actually determining

whether a pair is a link. A further point of interest was

to determine if there was a differential effect of error on

the items. From Table 6.3 it appears as though the error in

item 4 did not affect the ability to make correct decisions.

However, no conclusive statement can be made in this regard

unless the results are repeated in different independently

performed experiments. What really influences the decisions

are the distributions of the individual items taken in

combination.

As a consequence of the procedure in which the formulas

have been developed, a disagreement will result in a small

chance nonmatch probability and an agreement will yield a

small chance match probability. As far as the algorithm is
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concerned there is no way to detect if a disagreement is

real or due to error. The same is also true for agreement

configurations. The effect of the error is stronger in the

case of an erroneous disagreement in an item of a match pair

than an erroneous agreement in an item of a nonmatch pair.

This is because the likelihood is higher for the former to

be decided as a nonmatch pair than the latter to be decided

as a match pair. If the item-specific error rates are

available, one solution to this problem may be to use the

formulas before the errors are assumed negligible. From a

theoretical perspective, unless the error rates are used in

the formulas, higher error rates will generally lead to

higher probabilities of misclassification, particularly, the

false nonlinks.

6.1.2 Empirical comparison with the operational method

The operational method of Mi et al (1983) was used on

the same sets of data. In this method the compound chance

match probability for a pair is compared with three

tolerance levels, T, T1 , and T2 , where T is smaller than T1 ,

and T1 is smaller than T2 • When the compound chance match

probability is smaller than T, there is maximum confidence

in a link decision. Pairs with a chance match probability

between T and T
1

will in most cases correctly represent a

match pair. If the chance match probability is between T1

and T2 then the pairs are possible links. Since there are
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three tolerance levels a straight forward comparison with

the new method is not possible. It should be noted that T

is not used in practice. For the fairness of comparison the

iterative steps in Mi et aIls (1983) method were not used.

Overall results from Mils method are shown in

Table 6.4. If tolerance level T is only considered then the

new method is several times superior than the operational

method when there are some data errors. When T1 is used,

the performance across-the-experiments is considerably

better by the new method. When T2 is used, the average

proportion of false nonlinks in group II experiments is zero

and is around 5% in group III, and this result is

sUbstantially better than the new method. However the use

of T2 will in general increase the proportion of false

links, which was so far zero by both methods.

An analysis by the number of errors in the match pairs

was also done for Mils method. The result for one item in

error is given in Table 6.5. The variation within the

groups is not so pronounced but like the new method the

average proportion of true links in group III is 9

percentage point better than in group II. The proportion of

true links for each experiment with the new method is

considerably higher in table 6.2 than in table 6.5.

From the experiments done so far it seems that the new

method is able to pick up more of the true matches than the

operational method unless of course T2 is used as the
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tolerance value. It should also be noted that a more

realistic comparison can be made only after a final decision

has been made on the pairs that lie between T, and Tz• A

drawback of the new method is that it requires a much longer

time to make the decisions as compared to Mils method. This

is because the new method has to compare every pair, item by

item, to decide which formula for chance match and nonmatch

to use. The new method also has to do more computations in

the form of probabilities of chance match and nonmatch, the

probabilities of observing the particular pair P(Y) and the

proportion of match pairs.
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Table 6.4

Effects of data errors on the percentages of

misclassification in the operational method

Percentage of false nonlinks
Group Experiment using tolerance
number number

T T T
1 2

1 0.0 0.0 0.0

I 2 0.0 0.0 0.0

(NO ERROR) 3 0.0 0.0 0.0

AVERAGE 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 88.0 16.0 0.0

II 2 80.0 22.0 0.0

(5% ERROR) 3 74.0 14.0 0.0

AVERAGE 80.7 17.3 0.0

1 84.0 34.0 6.0

III 2 76.0 28.0 4.0

(10% ERROR) 3 86.0 26.0 4.0

AVERAGE 82.0 29.3 4.7
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Table 6.5

Proportion of true links among pairs with one item in error

in the operational method with tolerance T1

Group Experiment Number of Proportion of
number number match pairs true links

1 10 .50

II 2 15 .40

(5% ERROR) 3 11 .45

TOTAL 36 .44

1 20 .45

III 2 19 .47

(10% ERROR) 3 19 .68

TOTAL 58 .53

OVERALL 94 .50
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6.2 Discussion

Like most studies in record linkage, it has been

assumed in this study that the items of identifying

information are independently distributed. The main

advantage of this assumption is that it greatly reduces the

number of conditional probabilities that have to be

estimated. If the items are not independent then the

computation of chance match and chance nonmatch

probabilities become unnecessarily complicated. Although

Winkler (1987b) and Jaro (1989) have tried to tackle the

problem, for most purposes the results do not vary much as

has been documented by Newcombe (1967).

In classification theory, the number of groups in the

actual population is the same as the number of decision

sets. The application of this principle to record linkage

implies that there should be no undecided category in the

decision sets. For this reason the new decision-rule is

based on minimizing the sum of the probabilities of false

links and false nonlinks, and not the probability of being

undecided, as has been done by Fellegi and Sunter (1969).

The random assignment of the decision sets when the two

discriminant scores are equal, is not appropriate for record

linkage where match and nonmatch pairs are usually very

different in characteristics. However, it is highly

unlikely that two discriminant scores will be equal,

particularly when computation is carried on to several place
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after the decimal point. For all practical purposes this

rules out the possibility of a pair to be undecided.

Linkage decision on each pair of records is made on the

basis of the difference between the discriminant scores

computed for the match and nonmatch sets. If the

discriminant score for the match set is higher than that for

the nonmatch set then the difference is positive and the

pair is decided as a link. If the difference is negative

then the pair is decided as a nonlink. A problem of this

decision-rule is that no significance of the difference in

the scores are used. For instance no distinction is made in

decision between a difference of +.10 and +.01, whereas a

difference of +.01 and -.01 means being in different

decision sets.

A major development of this study has been the

formulation of the probabilities of chance match and chance

nonmatch. Probability of chance match has been used to

estimate P(U IT) and probability of chance nonmatch to

estimate P(M IT). SO the final decisions are dependent on

the quality of these estimates. As stressed in chapter 4,

the actual values are not so important as long as higher

values of the estimates give higher values of the parameter

that they estimate. Although the chance probabilities have

been formulated with intuitive reasoning, the assumption

that the errors are always negligible may not be valid.

Also questionable may be the approximations in equation
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(4.9). The approximations have been made mainly to make the

computations less cumbersome. It can actually be shown that

the quantities are overestimated by the approximations.

Overestimation per se should not be a problem, unless it

changes the direction of the difference between chance match

and chance nonmatch probabilities.

In the new method, two scores are computed for every

pair in the comparison environment. For every pair of

records appropriate chance match and chance nonmatch

probabilities have to be computed, depending on the

agreement/disagreement configuration in each item. This,

along with the elaborate estimation procedure, makes the new

method more time-consuming than most methods.

When the files are blocked, the number and time of

computations increases rapidly. This however is a common

drawback for any blocking technique. The new method for

selecting the best blocking scheme does not incorporate the

number of pairs in the function that is minimized; instead

the ability to correctly assign the match pairs is the basis

for the choice.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

7.1 Major findings of this study

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the

contribution of this study by way of making objective

comparisons with some major studies in record linkage. The

studies that will be referred to are by Fellegi and Sunter

(1969), Newcombe and Kennedy (1962), Mi et al (1983), Kelley

(1985a), Jaro (1989), and Winkler (1987b and 1987c). The

basis of this comparison will be on the simplicity of

computation, use of statistical methods, strength of the

decision-rule, method of estimation, and the use of

blocking.

In this study, a considerable amount of computation is

required before final decisions can be made. This makes the

study relatively time-consuming when compared with Mi's

method, and more complex than the computations involved in

Newcombe's approach. In spite of these drawbacks, it must

be pointed out that essentially no additional information is

required, other than the item-specific frequency

distributions and some counts of agreement configurations

for computing the proportion of match pairs.

The main strength of this study lies in its application

of statistical tools that are appropriate for record

linkage. Probabilities have been used in the odds formula

by Newcombe. But it is rather inaccurate, because the
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nonlink set in the denominator and the link set in the

numerator do not come from the same population. Mi et al

(1983) also used probabilities to compute the chance match

values, but only for agreement configurations. An advantage

of the present study over some of the statistically oriented

studies like those by Fellegi and Sunter (1969), Kelley

(1985a), Jaro (1989), Winkler (1987b and 1987c), Nathan

(1967) and Tepping (1968), is that the present study

provides a unique blend of theoretical developments and

their practical applications. Although concepts of discrete

discriminant analysis, and chance nonmatch probability are

new to record linkage, they are nonetheless very

appropriate.

The decision-rule developed in this study is quite

distinct from those that presently exist. The new rule is

based on theory of classification for discrete observations

and requires only the conditional probabilities and the

proportion of match and nonmatch pairs. The decision-rule

has been created intuitively, and the results are dependent

on the extent to which the estimates are able to represent

the population parameters. Nathan has used classification

theory, but only for situations when the purpose is to

update the master file. Decision strategies have also been

suggested by Tepping, using the classification theory, but

the study is at an abstract level without any effort at

explaining the practical use.
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A unique feature of the new rule is that decision for a

pair is made immediately after the discriminant scores have

been computed and compared, unlike the tolerance levels of

Mi and threshold values of Fellegi and Sunter that are used

to compare every pair of records. If there be some mUltiple

links then the new method uses the Q statistics to sort out

the problem, and in such cases the decisions at the pair

level is not final. For all practical purposes, the

category of "undecided" pairs is nonexistent, so that the

error associated with this is actually zero. Unlike Fellegi

and Sunter's attempt to minimize the probability of being in

the undecided category, the new decision rule is based on

minimizing the sum of the probabilities of false links and

false nonlinks, and the probability of being in the

undecided category is essentially zero. This is clearly an

advantage over the Fellegi-Sunter rule.

The estimation procedure for the new rule actually has

two basic steps. Firstly, the Bayesian method of estimating

posterior probabilities have been used to estimate the

conditional probabilities and the proportion of match and

nonmatch pairs. In the next step, chance match and chance

nonmatch probabilities have been used to estimate

P(U IY) and P(M IY) respectively. The advantage of using

the Bayesian method has been in expressing the unknown

conditional probabilities into forms that can be better

identified from the observed data. Another advantage is
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that the prior distribution of the proportion of match pairs

can be estimated with very little information.

The concept of chance nonmatch and its application with

chance match probability has been one of the new ideas

proposed in this study. The advantage and disadvantage of

using these probabilities lie in their ability to

distinguish between match and nonmatch pairs. The

underlying reasoning is very simple, but the approximations

on the data errors may lead to erroneous results.

Mi and Newcombe make their decision-rule based on

observation, and as such they do not describe any estimation

procedure. When compared with Fellegi and Sunter (1969) or

Winkler's (1987c) EM algorithm, the new method can be

considered as an alternative approach that is more rigorous

than the Fellegi and Sunter approach but less complicated

than Winkler's EM algorithm.

A comparison has been made in chapter 5 between the new

method and Kelley's (1985a) method of choosing the best

blocking scheme. Although Newcombe provides criteria and

measures for choosing an item for blocking, no method for

choosing a blocking scheme is suggested. The operational

method of Mi et al (1983) does not indicate any such method

either, although it is in favor of blocking. Fellegi and

Sunter's method is based on minimizing an expected total

loss function, but does not yield any real solution. Due to
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the detailed computations that are needed, the new method is

even slower when compared with the method by Mi et ale

7.2 Application and future research

A primary objective of this study was to find a new

decision-rule that would be based on an appropriate

statistical theory. Discrete discriminant analysis has been

used very effectively in developing the new decision-rule.

Although the derivation of the decision-rule may appear to

be complicated, it actually validates the use of the

components of the unconditional probability of observing the

comparison vector, in making linkage decisions. The

practical application of this decision-rule is simple. It

only requires the frequency distributions of the various

items of identifying information as input for running the

computer program.

The number of items of identifying information and the

size of the files that can be handled is dependent on the

type of computer used. This study has used simulated data

for the purpose of comparing the decisions with the actual

statuses. However, there would be no problem in using real

data with quantitative and/or qualitative variables so long

as the files contain some common variables.

The use of Bayes' theorem on conditional and posterior

probabilities has made the estimation procedure rigorous but
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intuitive. with very limited information, the proportion of

match pairs have been estimated from a beta distribution. A

new idea in this study is that equal importance be given in

minimizing both false links and false nonlinks. This has

lead to the concepts of chance match and chance nonmatch

probabilities for both agreement and disagreement

configurations. In the absence of data errors, the

computation of chance match and nonmatch probabilities

depend only on the frequency distributions of the items of

identifying information.

The results from simulated experiments have put more

confidence in the new decision-rule. Yet there remain areas

that can be improved and needs further study. In the new

method there is no attempt to correct the observed errors in

the records or treat them any differently from the records

that are not in error. Agreements should probably be based

on a range of values rather than exact agreements. This

would depend on the type of variable in question. For

instance, in the case of age ±1 or ±2 years difference

between two records may be considered as a partial

agreement. The acceptable configurations for agreement may

be different in different names.

A major concern of the new method is that the entire

process of decision-making takes a considerable amount of

time. One way to solve this problem to some extent would be

to compute P(Y) by the product of item-specific
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probabilities of observing the particular configuration,

instead of the multivariate probability. The computation of

P(Y) by the multivariate probability requires an enormous

number of comparisons, although most observed configurations

actually appear once. Besides, the univariate frequencies

are computed anyway. A further reduction in computing time

would make the new method more useful.

Another area that needs further research is blocking.

The new method for selecting a blocking scheme is dependent

upon the knowledge of the actual status of the pairs and on

the decision made by an entire file based linkage method.

These information will hardly ever be available, so

alternative approaches should be defined. simulation will

be of some use, but it cannot predict if the same scheme

will also be the best one for real data. Experiments need

to be done to show the usefulness of the new method of

selecting a blocking scheme.
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APPENDIX 1

SIMULATING THE DATA

The purpose of this appendix is to show the main

features of the population and the sample simulated for the

experimental part of this study.

POPULATION

# OF ITEMS: 8

DISTRIBUTION OF EACH ITEM: UNIFORM AND INDEPENDENT

# OF CONFIGURATIONS: 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60

SAMPLE

FILE A: 200 RECORDS ARE CHOSEN AT RANDOM FROM THE

POPULATION

FILE B: FIRST 50 RECORDS ARE CHOSEN DIRECTLY FROM

FILE A, REMAINING 50 RECORDS ARE CHOSEN FROM

THE POPULATION

REPLICATIONS AND DATA ERRORS

GROUP

I

II

III

REPLICATION DATA ERRORS

3 0%

3 5%

3 10%
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APPENDIX 2

COMPUTATIONAL STEPS IN THE NEW DECISION-RULE

The steps involved in the actual process of making

linkage decisions are shown in appendix 2. Computation of

the relative frequencies of the configurations in files A

and B form the basis of all the other computations.

For a given pair of records the first step is to find

out if the records agree on the first item of identifying

information. Table 4.2 is used to compute chance match and

nonmatch probabilities for the observed agreement or

disagreement on the first item. In this manner all the

items are considered and the compound chance match and

nonmatch probabilities are computed for the pair. The

probability of obtaining the particular comparison vector is

mUltiplied to both chance match and nonmatch probabilities.

These are the numerators of the estimated conditional

probabilities.

The same steps are followed for the next pair. When

all possible pairs are completed the denominators of the

estimated conditional probabilities are obtained by summing

the respective numerators. The proportion of match and

nonmatch pairs are functions of the sizes of the two files

and x (defined by equation 3.11).
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COMPUTATIONAL STEPS IN THE DECISION-RULE

Agree -.
[a,b] -..

j~ Disagree
j

Next Item

Freq.

File A

Chance
Match

Freq.

FileS

Chance
Nonmatch

PM

P(M)

P(U)

Next Pair

P(M IV)
Compound _..
Probabilities

P(U IV)

..

Ir

P(Y 1M)

P(Y IU)

PM·P(M IV)

PM·P(U IV)

LINK UNDECIDED NONLINK
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APPENDIX 3

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE ITEMS OF

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION

Observed frequency distributions of the items of

identifying information are shown in this appendix. There

were 8 items in each of the 9 experiments. The frequencies

are computed for both files A and B.

In some cases the sum of the relative frequencies are

more than 1. This is because the quantities have been

rounded to two decimal places only. A value of zero means

that the particular configuration was absent in the file

although it was a possible configuration in the population.

To get some idea about the dispersion of the

distributions, the maximum and minimum frequencies were

computed. These values are shown in tables A.1 through A.9
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 1 IN GROUP I

File A

Item 1: .52 .49

Item 2: .18 .25 .23 .14 .21

Item 3: .11 .12 .13 .08 .09 .13 .10 .09 .07 .12

Item 4: .08 .07 .05 .06 .05 .06 .07 .06 .05 .07
.06 .04 .06 .03 .03 .05 .02 .02 .07 .05

Item 5: .05 .01 .01 .04 .02 .05 .03 .02 .05 .03
.03 .06 .05 .06 .02 .03 .05 .02 .05 .05
.04 .02 .04 .03 .02 .04 .03 .05 .03 .05

Item 6: .01 .04 .03 .02 .03 .04 .03 .02 .02 .02
.02 .05 .03 .04 .02 .04 .01 .03 .01 .02
.03 .02 .03 .03 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02
.03 .03 .03 .04 .02 .05 .03 .03 .05 .04

Item 7: .02 .01 .02 .03 .02 .02 .02 .03 .06 .02
.02 .02 .04 .02 .02 .03 .02 .02 .01 .01
.03 .04 .01 .03 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .03
.03 .02 .03 .03 .01 .02 .03 .02 .02 .01
.02 .03 .02 .01 .03 .02 .04 .02 .03 .01

Item 8: .01 .02 .01 .02 .02 .02 .02 .01 .00 .03
.02 .03 .01 .01 .01 .04 .01 .02 .01 .03
.02 .03 .01 .01 .01 .02 .03 .01 .02 .02
.01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .03 .02 .01 .03 .01
.02 .01 .02 .02 .01 .04 .01 .02 .03 .02
.02 .01 .01 .03 .01 .03 .02 .03 .01 .02

File B

Item 1: .48 .52

Item 2: .26 .25 .22 .09 .18

Item 3: .11 .10 .12 .12 .13 .11 .06 .10 .05 .10

Item 4: .06 .04 .04 .10 .06 .04 .05 .07 .04 .08
.04 .03 .06 .04 .02 .04 .06 .01 .08 .04

Item 5: .06 .02 .01 .05 .03 .02 .02 .02 .07 .07
.02 .03 .01 .05 .03 .03 .06 .01 .04 .04
.03 .01 .04 .03 .03 .02 .04 .02 .04 .05
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Item 6: .00 .04 .05 .00 .03 .04 .01 .01 .01 .00
.02 .02 .02 .03 .03 .04 .01 .04 .02 .00
.02 .05 .04 .04 .03 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02
.02 .05 .03 .02 .02 .03 .03 .05 .03 .04

Item 7: .03 .00 .04 .05 .03 .05 .02 .02 .02 .03
.02 .00 .01 .04 .00 .00 .03 .00 .02 .00
.02 .03 .00 .04 .01 .00 .01 .02 .01 .05
.02 .02 .06 .05 .00 .01 .01 .00 .03 .02
.03 .00 .03 .01 .04 .00 .02 .03 .01 .01

Item 8: .02 .01 .00 .02 .04 .04 .02 .01 .01 .02
.04 .03 .00 .00 .01 .02 .02 .03 .00 .02
.02 .03 .01 .01 .02 .03 .03 .02 .02 .01
.00 .02 .03 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .03 .01
.00 .01 .00 .01 .01 .04 .01 .01 .01 .02
.01 .00 .01 .02 .00 .01 .01 .02 .04 .02

Table A.1

Maximum and minimum frequencies in experiment 1 of group I

File A File B
Item # Max. Freq. Min. Freq. Max • Freq. Min. Freq.

1 .52 .49 • 52 .48

2 .25 .14 .26 .09

3 .13 .07 .13 .05

4 .08 .02 .10 .01

5 .06 .01 .07 .01

6 .05 .01 .05 .00

7 .06 .01 .06 .00

8 .04 .00 .04 .00
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 2 IN GROUP I

File A

Item 1: .54 .47

Item 2: .21 .19 .19 .20 .22

Item 3: .12 .14 .14 .10 .09 .09 .11 .08 .10 .06

Item 4: .06 .09 .04 .06 .03 .03 .03 .04 .04 .03
.05 .04 .04 .07 .08 .09 .05 .06 .05 .06

Item 5: .06 .01 .05 .03 .03 .05 .03 .01 .04 .04
.08 .03 .02 .02 .02 .05 .05 .02 .03 .04
.06 .01 .04 .03 .05 .02 .03 .04 .02 .05

Item 6: .02 .03 .02 .01 .03 .01 .02 .03 .03 .03
.03 .03 .03 .05 .02 .02 .03 .03 .05 .03
.03 .02 .03 .03 .03 .02 .04 .02 .04 .02
.01 .01 .03 .03 .04 .03 .02 .02 .03 .03

Item 7: .03 .04 .05 .01 .02 .02 .03 .02 .01 .02
.03 .02 .04 .02 .03 .02 .02 .02 .01 .02
.02 .01 .02 .02 .04 .02 .03 .02 .02 .02
.02 .04 .01 .03 .02 .02 .04 .01 .02 .01
.00 .03 .02 .02 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03 .03

Item 8: .02 .01 .03 .02 .02 .01 .02 .02 .01 .02
.02 .01 .03 .03 .01 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01
.01 .03 .02 .01 .03 .04 .02 .01 .03 .01
.02 .02 .00 .04 .02 .02 .03 .03 .02 .02
.02 .00 .02 .02 .02 .03 .01 .03 .01 .03
.02 .01 .01 .03 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02

File B

Item 1: .48 .52

Item 2: .20 .20 .22 .15 .23

Item 3: .04 .12 .11 .06 .08 .13 .16 .10 .13 .07

Item 4: .07 .12 .06 .06 .05 .04 .03 .03 .04 .03
.06 .04 .00 .08 .07 .06 .01 .06 .03 .06

Item 5: .04 .04 .04 .07 .03 .04 .02 .02 .04 .01
.04 .03 .02 .04 .02 .06 .02 .01 .05 .04
.01 .02 .03 .04 .07 .04 .04 .03 .02 .02
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Item 6: .01 .05 .01 .01 .02 .04 .02 .02 .04 .01
.05 .00 .01 .02 .01 .04 .01 .02 .05 .04
.02 .02 .03 .04 .04 .02 .01 .01 .05 .02
.03 .00 .03 .03 .03 .02 .01 .03 .03 .05

Item 7: .02 .02 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .00
.01 .01 .04 .01 .03 .01 .02 .04 .01 .05
.02 .01 .00 .04 .05 .02 .02 .02 .01 .04
.03 .04 .00 .01 .03 .02 .02 .00 .01 .02
.00 .01 .01 .03 .01 .05 .01 .04 .02 .03

Item 8: .00 .01 .05 .02 .00 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01
.02 .00 .02 .01 .00 .03 .02 .00 .03 .01
.01 .02 .01 .01 .03 .03 .00 .01 .03 .02
.01 .02 .01 .05 .01 .04 .02 .02 .01 .01
.02 .01 .03 .04 .00 .04 .00 .05 .03 .04
.02 .02 .01 .00 .00 .00 .02 .01 .00 .01

Table A.2

Maximum and minimum frequencies in experiment 2 of group I

File A File B
Item "# Max. Freq. Min. Freq. Max. Freq. Min. Freq.

1 .54 .47 .52 .48

2 .22 .19 .23 .15

3 .14 .06 .16 .04

4 .09 .03 .12 .00

5 .08 .01 .07 .01

6 .05 .01 .05 .00

7 .05 .00 .05 .00

8 .04 .00 .05 .00
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 3 IN GROUP I

File A

Item 1: .52 .49

Item 2: .18 .25 .20 .18 .20

Item 3 : .09 .11 .09 .09 .09 .11 .11 .12 .13 .08

Item 4: .04 .05 .06 .04 .04 .06 .07 .07 .06 .05
.06 .03 .03 .09 .04 .04 .08 .04 .04 .05

Item 5: .06 .02 .05 .04 .03 .04 .05 .03 .04 .03
.03 .04 .03 .04 .06 .02 .03 .04 .04 .03
.04 .03 .01 .05 .03 .05 .02 .06 .03 .03

Item 6: .02 .00 .02 .04 .03 .03 .02 .05 .02 .02
.03 .02 .01 .04 .03 .04 .03 .02 .04 .04
.02 .03 .01 .02 .05 .03 .02 .02 .02 .01
.03 .03 .01 .03 .03 .05 .06 .04 .03 .04

Item 7: .02 .01 .02 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03 .02 .02
.02 .03 .03 .03 .03 .04 .01 .05 .02 .02
.03 .02 .03 .01 .04 .01 .00 .01 .04 .02
.02 .03 .03 .04 .04 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01
.02 .02 .01 .01 .05 .01 .03 .02 .02 .01

Item 8: .02 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02
.01 .03 .05 .02 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01
.02 .02 .02 .01 .02 .04 .02 .01 .03 .03
.01 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .03 .02 .02 .03
.00 .01 .03 .03 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01
.02 .01 .03 .01 .02 .02 .03 .02 .02 .03

File B

Item 1: .53 .47

Item 2: .19 .23 .21 .18 .19

Item 3: .06 .06 .10 .13 .08 .10 .12 .10 .12 .13

Item 4: .03 .05 .05 .04 .09 .06 .03 .06 .04 .08
.07 .05 .02 .04 .04 .06 .03 .04 .03 .09

Item 5: .02 .02 .06 .03 .02 .03 .01 .05 .05 .05
.03 .04 .05 .06 .03 .03 .02 .04 .10 .03
.05 .00 .03 .04 .01 .02 .00 .06 .00 .02
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Item 6: .03 .02 .01 .02 .02 .05 .02 .06 .02 .01
.03 .00 .02 .04 .02 .03 .01 .04 .02 .02
.01 .02 .03 .02 .05 .02 .04 .01 .02 .01
.00 .00 .03 .05 .02 .02 .04 .04 .03 .05

Item 7: .02 .00 .03 .04 .04 .01 .00 .02 .04 .00
.03 .00 .02 .04 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01
.03 .02 .02 .01 .04 .01 .01 .01 .04 .02
.01 .00 .02 .02 .05 .06 .01 .03 .00 .03
.01 .01 .02 .01 .06 .04 .00 .00 .01 .02

Item 8: .01 .03 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .03 .00
.04 .04 .06 .03 .00 .02 .01 .00 .00 .00
.01 .02 .03 .00 .02 .04 .01 .01 .02 .01
.02 .00 .02 .05 .00 .03 .01 .00 .01 .01
.00 .00 .02 .03 .02 .03 .03 .01 .03 .04
.01 .03 .02 .00 .01 .00 .00 .02 .02 .00

Table A.3

Maximum and minimum frequencies in experiment 3 of group I

File A File B
Item # Max. Freq. Min. Freq. Max • Freq. Min. Freq.

1 .52 .49 • 53 .47

2 .25 .18 .23 .18

3 .13 .08 .13 .06

4 .09 .03 .09 .02

5 .06 .01 .10 .00

6 .06 .00 .06 .00

7 .05 .00 .06 .00

8 .05 .00 .06 .00
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 1 IN GROUP II

File A

Item 1: .46 .55

Item 2: .22 .15 .16 .24 .24

Item 3: .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .09 .11 .07 .13 .06

Item 4: .06 .02 .04 .02 .06 .07 .04 .06 .05 .07
.03 .05 .06 .06 .08 .07 .03 .06 .06 .05

Item 5: .05 .02 .03 .04 .05 .05 .03 .02 .02 .02
.03 .05 .06 .03 .04 .04 .04 .02 .02 .04
.02 .05 .03 .04 .04 .04 .02 .05 .04 .03

Item 6: .01 .03 .03 .03 .04 .01 .03 .02 .04 .04
.01 .02 .01 .02 .03 .04 .04 .02 .05 .03
.02 .02 .02 .04 .02 .02 .04 .03 .03 .03
.03 .03 .02 .02 .01 .02 .02 .03 .04 .03

Item 7: .03 .01 .02 .03 .03 .02 .02 .03 .01 .03
.02 .01 .02 .01 .03 .00 .03 .03 .02 .03
.02 .01 .02 .01 .02 .03 .02 .02 .01 .01
.01 .03 .02 .02 .02 .04 .03 .02 .05 .01
.03 .03 .03 .02 .04 .03 .03 .02 .02 .01

Item 8: .02 .04 .02 .01 .02 .01 .03 .01 .02 .01
.03 .05 .02 .00 .01 .02 .03 .03 .01 .01
.02 .02 .01 .00 .02 .04 .02 .01 .02 .03
.03 .02 .03 .01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .02 .01
.00 .02 .02 .03 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .01
.02 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02

File B

Item 1: .49 .51

Item 2: .27 .14 .24 .14 .21

Item 3: .08 .09 .07 .12 .09 .14 .09 .12 .13 .07

Item 4: .03 .03 .03 .01 .09 .04 .02 .05 .05 .05
.05 .06 .08 .06 .13 .06 .03 .08 .02 .03

Item 5: .04 .03 .05 .01 .03 .05 .02 .01 .02 .04
.02 .00 .08 .04 .04 .04 .04 .02 .03 .03
.03 .01 .02 .03 .07 .02 .05 .04 .04 .05
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Item 6: .00 .04 .05 .02 .01 .01 .02 .05 .02 .04
.01 .01 .02 .06 .02 .03 .02 .00 .05 .02
.03 .03 .00 .02 .04 .00 .02 .02 .00 .01
.03 .03 .05 .04 .04 .03 .03 .04 .03 .01

Item 7: .04 .01 .00 .02 .02 .01 .00 .02 .01 .02
.01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .00 .05 .02 .00 .05
.01 .00 .03 .01 .04 .03 .01 .00 .00 .01
.01 .03 .04 .01 .02 .01 .01 .02 .04 .01
.02 .06 .05 .01 .04 .03 .04 .03 .03 .00

Item 8: .03 .01 .01 .00 .02 .00 .04 .01 .01 .00
.02 .03 .03 .00 .03 .01 .01 .00 .01 .01
.02 .00 .02 .00 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03
.02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .03 .00 .03 .00 .01
.01 .02 .03 .00 .03 .03 .04 .01 .04 .02
.02 .04 .03 .00 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .02

Table A.4

Maximum and minimum frequencies in experiment 1 of group II

File A File B
Item # Max. Freq. Min. Freq. Max. Freq. Min. Freq.

1 .46 .55 .49 .51

2 .24 .15 .27 .14

3 .13 .06 .12 .07

4 .08 .02 .13 .01

5 .06 .02 .08 .00

6 .05 .01 .06 .00

7 .05 .00 .06 .00

8 .05 .00 .04 .00
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 2 IN GROUP II

File A

Item 1: .51 .49

Item 2: .17 .21 .22 .21 .20

Item 3: .09 .08 .13 .11 .08 .10 .10 .11 .11 .10

Item 4: .05 .05 .04 .06 .05 .05 .07 .05 .05 .05
.06 .06 .03 .08 .04 .09 .03 .03 .03 .06

Item 5: .03 .02 .04 .05 .03 .05 .05 .03 .02 .08
.04 .03 .05 .04 .03 .03 .05 .04 .03 .02
.04 .02 .02 .02 .03 .04 .03 .05 .03 .03

Item 6: .03 .03 .02 .03 .02 .03 .02 .04 .04 .02
.03 .04 .03 .03 .03 .02 .02 .03 .03 .04
.02 .04 .04 .04 .02 .03 .04 .02 .02 .02
.01 .02 .02 .03 .03 .03 .03 .01 .04 .03

Item 7: .03 .01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .04 .01 .03 .02
.03 .03 .02 .03 .03 .01 .03 .02 .02 .04
.02 .02 .01 .03 .01 .03 .01 .02 .04 .02
.00 .03 .02 .00 .03 .03 .02 .02 .02 .05
.01 .03 .04 .03 .02 .01 .02 .03 .01 .03

Item 8: .04 .01 .03 .03 .00 .02 .02 .02 .01 .02
.01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .01 .03 .02 .02
.03 .01 .02 .04 .01 .02 .01 .03 .03 .00
.03 .01 .01 .02 .04 .02 .03 .01 .02 .01
.01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .03 .01 .00 .01
.03 .02 .02 .01 .04 .01 .03 .02 .03 .04

File B

Item 1: .56 .44

Item 2: .16 .24 .18 .22 .20

Item 3: .07 .12 .10 .11 .09 .09 .14 .16 .07 .05

Item 4: .10 .04 .04 .04 .03 .04 .07 .05 .04 .02
.05 .05 .03 .04 .05 .09 .06 .06 .04 .06

Item 5: .02 .01 .04 .01 .04 .04 .05 .04 .04 .06
.06 .03 .04 .03 .04 .04 .05 .01 .01 .04
.02 .02 .04 .02 .04 .04 .04 .04 .03 .01
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Item 6: .00 .00 .01 .04 .02 .05 .01 .01 .02 .04
.01 .02 .07 .05 .02 .03 .05 .00 .03 .04
.03 .07 .03 .04 .04 .04 .03 .01 .01 .01
.00 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .03 .03

Item 7: .02 .03 .00 .02 .01 .01 .04 .02 .02 .01
.02 .04 .01 .04 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .01
.02 .01 .03 .05 .00 .04 .01 .01 .01 .01
.01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .00 .02 .01 .04
.01 .01 .06 .03 .02 .02 .02 .04 .03 .04

Item 8: .03 .00 .02 .01 .00 .01 .02 .00 .01 .02
.02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .05 .00 .02 .01 .02
.01 .04 .02 .05 .00 .03 .01 .04 .03 .01
.02 .02 .01 .02 .00 .01 .02 .03 .01 .01
.01 .00 .02 .01 .00 .02 .02 .00 .01 .00
.02 .00 .01 .01 .03 .01 .04 .01 .04 .06

Table A.5

Maximum and minimum frequencies in experiment 2 of group II

File A File B
Item # Max. Freq. Min. Freq. Max. Freq. Min. Freq.

1 .51 .49 .56 .44

2 .22 .17 .24 .16

3 .13 .08 .16 .05

4 .09 .03 .10 .02

5 .08 .02 .06 .01

6 .04 .01 .07 .00

7 .05 .00 .05 .00

8 .04 .00 .06 .00
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 3 IN GROUP II

File A

Item 1: .47 .53

Item 2: .21 .17 .25 .23 .16

Item 3: .12 .13 .05 .08 .11 .14 .11 .07 .11 .11

Item 4: .05 .05 .05 .05 .06 .07 .06 .04 .08 .04
.06 .04 .04 .06 .03 .04 .05 .07 .04 .05

Item 5: .04 .03 .04 .06 .03 .04 .04 .04 .06 .05
.03 .04 .02 .03 .05 .03 .04 .03 .02 .04
.04 .03 .03 .03 .03 .05 .04 .03 .02 .02

Item 6: .01 .02 .03 .02 .04 .02 .06 .02 .03 .03
.02 .02 .03 .04 .05 .01 .02 .02 .02 .07
.04 .02 .03 .03 .05 .02 .02 .04 .02 .05
.03 .01 .00 .02 .00 .03 .02 .03 .02 .02

Item 7: .02 .02 .02 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03 .02 .02
.03 .03 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 .03 .02 .02
.02 .01 .02 .03 .03 .01 .04 .03 .03 .01
.02 .01 .02 .02 .02 .04 .02 .01 .03 .02
.01 .04 .02 .03 .01 .03 .03 .02 .03 .03

Item 8: .01 .02 .01 .03 .01 .01 .01 .00 .01 .04
.02 .02 .02 .04 .02 .01 .03 .02 .02 .01
.01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .02
.02 .01 .02 .04 .05 .03 .01 .03 .02 .00
.01 .03 .02 .02 .02 .01 .02 .03 .02 .02
.01 .02 .02 .02 .01 .02 .02 .03 .01 .02

File B

Item 1: .43 .57

Item 2: .18 .28 .28 .13 .13

Item 3: .09 .09 .11 .11 .06 .13 .09 .10 .14 .08

Item 4: .03 .03 .05 .06 .06 .05 .05 .03 .04 .04
.03 .04 .05 .05 .09 .08 .06 .07 .03 .06

Item 5: .04 .04 .06 .03 .02 .04 .03 .06 .06 .04
.03 .02 .01 .07 .03 .01 .02 .05 .01 .04
.03 .02 .02 .03 .03 .04 .04 .03 .03 .02
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Item 6: .00 .02 .02 .06 .06 .03 .04 .01 .05 .01
.01 .02 .03 .03 .04 .02 .02 .02 .00 .02
.03 .01 .04 .02 .03 .02 .01 .05 .03 .02
.03 .03 .02 .02 .02 .04 .03 .02 .01 .01

Item 7: .03 .02 .00 .04 .02 .03 .02 .02 .03 .01
.03 .01 .02 .02 .05 .01 .01 .00 .01 .02
.02 .02 .00 .05 .00 .02 .06 .01 .02 .00
.02 .01 .00 .02 .02 .03 .00 .01 .01 .00
.00 .05 .01 .04 .02 .05 .03 .03 .02 .03

Item 8: .01 .02 .00 .04 .01 .03 .02 .01 .01 .02
.03 .03 .00 .04 .01 .00 .04 .02 .00 .02
.02 .02 .01 .04 .01 .02 .04 .02 .03 .01
.01 .02 .00 .04 .06 .03 .01 .00 .02 .02
.00 .02 .02 .03 .01 .00 .00 .01 .02 .00
.00 .02 .00 .03 .00 .02 .01 .01 .00 .01

Table A.6

Maximum and minimum frequencies in experiment 3 of group II

File A File B
Item # Max. Freq. Min. Freq. Max. Freq. Min. Freq.

1 .47 .53 .43 .57

2 .25 .16 .28 .13

3 .14 .05 .13 .06

4 .08 .03 .10 .02

5 .06 .02 .07 .01

6 .07 .00 .06 .00

7 .04 .01 .06 .00

8 .05 .00 .06 .00
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 1 IN GROUP III

File A

Item 1: .49 .51

Item 2: .19 .24 .17 .20 .21

Item 3: .13 .09 .08 .11 .06 .12 .07 .11 .12 .13

Item 4: .06 .05 .06 .05 .06 .04 .05 .07 .05 .06
.04 .04 .07 .04 .05 .05 .05 .06 .03 .06

Item 5: .04 .05 .04 .06 .03 .05 .03 .03 .03 .04
.03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .02 .04 .04 .05 .03
.04 .04 .03 .02 .03 .03 .04 .03 .03 .06

Item 6: .02 .04 .03 .05 .04 .02 .02 .04 .03 .02
.01 .01 .04 .01 .01 .03 .02 .02 .03 .03
.03 .03 .02 .04 .04 .02 .04 .03 .02 .04
.05 .02 .03 .04 .01 .01 .05 .01 .04 .03

Item 7: .02 .02 .01 .03 .04 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01
.03 .02 .01 .05 .01 .01 .04 .02 .03 .01
.03 .02 .01 .03 .02 .03 .04 .05 .03 .01
.02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .04 .03 .05 .02 .03
.01 .02 .01 .04 .04 .02 .02 .02 .01 .02

Item 8: .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .00 .02 .02
.02 .03 .02 .01 .03 .02 .02 .01 .02 .02
.04 .03 .02 .03 .04 .01 .01 .03 .01 .01
.01 .02 .02 .04 .01 .01 .03 .02 .01 .03
.02 .01 .03 .03 .02 .04 .03 .01 .02 .01
.02 .03 .01 .01 .03 .01 .00 .02 .02 .03

File B

Item 1: .56 .44

Item 2: .17 .22 .29 .16 .16

Item 3: .16 .11 .06 .09 .15 .05 .07 .11 .10 .10

Item 4: .03 .06 .09 .04 .02 .02 .08 .04 .04 .09
.00 .05 .11 .05 .02 .05 .05 .04 .06 .06

Item 5: .06 .03 .04 .03 .07 .05 .05 .03 .04 .02
.00 .04 .02 .00 .02 .04 .00 .02 .06 .02
.03 .03 .03 .01 .05 .05 .04 .04 .04 .04
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Item 6: .03 .03 .01 .04 .04 .01 .00 .04 .01 .01
.00 .01 .06 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 .03 .02
.01 .05 .04 .04 .01 .03 .03 .03 .01 .03
.05 .02 .03 .07 .01 .00 .07 .01 .02 .02

Item 7: .00 .01 .00 .03 .02 .03 .02 .00 .00 .04
.02 .01 .02 .02 .01 .03 .04 .00 .05 .03
.04 .01 .02 .02 .03 .02 .00 .02 .02 .01
.02 .04 .00 .02 .02 .03 .01 .06 .03 .04
.02 .01 .02 .01 .00 .01 .03 .01 .02 .03

Item 8: .02 .01 .00 .00 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02
.04 .03 .02 .03 .04 .04 .01 .01 .00 .00
.03 .00 .00 .02 .06 .00 .01 .03 .00 .03
.01 .02 .04 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .03
.01 .01 .04 .02 .03 .05 .01 .00 .00 .00
.04 .02 .00 .01 .01 .00 .00 .00 .02 .02

Table A.7

Maximum and minimum frequencies in experiment 1 of group III

File A File B
Item # Max. Freq. Min. Freq. Max. Freq. Min. Freq.

1 .49 .51 .56 .44

2 .24 .17 .29 .16

3 .13 .06 .16 .05

4 .07 .03 .11 .00

5 .06 .02 .07 .00

6 .05 .01 .07 .00

7 .05 .01 .06 .00

8 .04 .00 .06 .00
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 2 IN GROUP III

File A

Item 1: .48 .53

Item 2: .24 .25 .24 .14 .15

Item 3: .14 .12 .10 .11 .10 .11 .09 .11 .10 .06

Item 4: .03 .05 .09 .07 .06 .06 .04 .07 .05 .06
.02 .08 .05 .04 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .03

Item 5: .04 .03 .04 .04 .04 .03 .01 .06 .03 .03
.02 .03 .02 .03 .04 .04 .04 .06 .05 .04
.04 .02 .05 .04 .04 .03 .03 .03 .04 .04

Item 6: .01 .04 .03 .02 .03 .03 .04 .04 .02 .03
.04 .03 .02 .04 .02 .03 .03 .02 .03 .02
.01 .02 .03 .03 .02 .04 .03 .02 .01 .01
.02 .06 .03 .04 .03 .02 .02 .01 .05 .03

Item 7: .03 .01 .04 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03
.01 .03 .03 .03 .04 .05 .02 .00 .02 .01
.02 .01 .02 .02 .03 .03 .03 .04 .01 .01
.02 .02 .01 .04 .02 .00 .02 .04 .03 .03
.02 .01 .02 .05 .03 .04 .02 .03 .02 .03

Item 8: .03 .01 .03 .02 .01 .03 .02 .02 .04 .01
.02 .02 .01 .03 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .02
.01 .01 .01 .02 .03 .01 .03 .02 .03 .01
.02 .03 .02 .03 .02 .03 .00 .00 .03 .02
.01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .03 .01 .02 .01
.03 .02 .05 .02 .02 .03 .02 .01 .02 .02

File B

Item 1: .41 .59

Item 2: .25 .26 .20 .11 .18

Item 3: .15 .07 .11 .09 .06 .08 .11 .11 .09 .13

Item 4: .02 .05 .05 .06 .06 .06 .03 .04 .03 .03
.05 .03 .05 .01 .09 .10 .06 .06 .06 .06

Item 5: .07 .04 .05 .04 .02 .01 .03 .04 .02 .01
.04 .04 .02 .04 .01 .03 .05 .03 .02 .04
.03 .04 .06 .03 .01 .02 .02 .04 .06 .04
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Item 6: .04 .05 .03 .02 .00 .03 .02 .02 .03 .03
.03 .04 .02 .03 .02 .04 .00 .03 .01 .01
.01 .01 .03 .08 .02 .02 .00 .01 .01 .03
.03 .01 .03 .02 .04 .03 .02 .01 .06 .03

Item 7: .05 .00 .02 .01 .00 .00 .00 .03 .01 .03
.02 .01 .02 .02 .04 .03 .01 .01 .01 .02
.00 .02 .05 .03 .02 .04 .03 .02 .02 .05
.01 .03 .02 .02 .02 .01 .03 .02 .02 .03
.01 .02 .02 .03 .01 .01 .00 .01 .01 .05

Item 8: .05 .00 .02 .02 .00 .04 .01 .01 .01 .00
.01 .03 .01 .03 .01 .00 .01 .02 .02 .00
.01 .00 .01 .03 .01 .01 .02 .03 .02 .00
.02 .02 .02 .01 .02 .05 .01 .03 .04 .01
.01 .03 .00 .02 .03 .01 .03 .00 .00 .02
.03 .00 .02 .00 .03 .03 .04 .00 .01 .02

Table A.8

Maximum and minimum frequencies in experiment 2 of group III

File A File B
Item :# Max. Freq. Min. Freq. Max. Freq. Min. Freq.

1 .48 .53 .41 .59

2 .25 .14 .26 .11

3 .14 .06 .15 .06

4 .09 .02 .10 .01

5 .06 .01 .07 .01

6 .06 .01 .08 .00

7 .05 .00 .05 .00

8 .05 .00 .05 .00
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 3 IN GROUP III

File A

Item 1: .50 .51

Item 2: .19 .16 .19 .23 .24

Item 3: .10 .09 .11 .12 .11 .12 .10 .10 .10 .08

Item 4: .05 .05 .06 .06 .08 .07 .05 .03 .02 .08
.01 .06 .06 .08 .05 .04 .05 .05 .05 .06

Item 5: .03 .02 .07 .03 .03 .05 .04 .04 .04 .03
.04 .02 .02 .04 .02 .04 .05 .04 .02 .03
.05 .03 .03 .06 .03 .03 .02 .05 .04 .03

Item 6: .04 .02 .04 .04 .03 .02 .03 .02 .02 .03
.03 .03 .02 .02 .05 .03 .05 .02 .02 .03
.02 .00 .02 .03 .02 .03 .03 .03 .01 .05
.02 .05 .03 .02 .00 .01 .03 .03 .01 .05

Item 7: .03 .04 .01 .02 .03 .02 .04 .03 .04 .02
.03 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .02 .04 .01 .01
.02 .02 .01 .03 .01 .01 .03 .02 .02 .02
.02 .03 .02 .01 .04 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02
.03 .02 .03 .03 .03 .03 .02 .02 .01 .03

Item 8: .02 .02 .03 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01
.01 .02 .01 .03 .03 .01 .02 .03 .02 .03
.01 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01
.02 .01 .02 .02 .03 .03 .02 .03 .02 .02
.04 .03 .03 .03 .01 .02 .01 .02 .03 .01
.02 .03 .02 .03 .02 .02 .00 .02 .02 .03

File B

Item 1: .51 .49

Item 2: .23 .17 .22 .23 .15

Item 3 : .11 .07 .05 .13 .09 .13 .10 .09 .13 .10

Item 4: .03 .08 .04 .07 .03 .06 .03 .04 .07 .04
.06 .05 .05 .06 .03 .05 .07 .04 .04 .06

Item 5: .03 .03 .05 .04 .02 .01 .04 .04 .08 .03
.02 .02 .05 .02 .01 .03 .03 .03 .03 .04
.03 .03 .07 .01 .00 .03 .04 .01 .06 .07
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Item 6: .02 .02 .03 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .00
.02 .01 .01 .03 .06 .03 .04 .02 .01 .03
.04 .01 .02 .04 .02 .04 .05 .02 .01 .06
.00 .04 .02 .03 .01 .01 .01 .06 .04 .04

Item 7: .05 .01 .00 .01 .02 .04 .02 .05 .03 .00
.02 .04 .04 .01 .01 .01 .02 .00 .00 .03
.02 .00 .03 .01 .06 .00 .02 .02 .03 .00
.03 .01 .02 .02 .01 .03 .01 .00 .02 .02
.02 .01 .00 .05 .01 .03 .04 .03 .01 .03

Item 8: .00 .02 .07 .00 .01 .00 .00 .01 .03 .02
.01 .01 .01 .03 .05 .00 .03 .03 .02 .04
.02 .00 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02
.02 .02 .01 .01 .00 .02 .01 .01 .05 .04
.04 .03 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .03 .01 .00
.00 .01 .02 .01 .04 .00 .01 .00 .01 .02

Table A.9

Maximum and minimum frequencies in experiment 3 of group III

File A File B
Item # Max. Freq. Min. Freq. Max. Freq. Min. Freq.

1 .50 .51 .51 .49

2 .24 .16 .23 .15

3 .12 .08 .15 .06

4 .08 .01 .08 .03

5 .07 .02 .08 .00

6 .05 .00 .06 .00

7 .04 .01 .06 .00

8 .04 .00 .07 .00
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